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Abstract
Biochemical reaction networks are an amalgamation of reactions where each reaction represents the
interaction of different species. Generally, these networks exhibit a multi-scale behavior caused by the
high variability in reaction rates and abundances of species. The so-called jump-diffusion approximation
is a valuable tool in the modeling of such systems. The approximation is constructed by partitioning the
reaction network into a fast and slow subgroup of fast and slow reactions, respectively. This enables the
modeling of the dynamics using a Langevin equation for the fast group, while a Markov jump process
model is kept for the dynamics of the slow group. Most often biochemical processes are poorly charac-
terized in terms of parameters and population states. As a result of this, methods for estimating hidden
quantities are of significant interest. In this paper, we develop a tractable Bayesian inference algorithm
based on Markov chain Monte Carlo. The presented blocked Gibbs particle smoothing algorithm utilizes
a sequential Monte Carlo method to estimate the latent states and performs distinct Gibbs steps for
the parameters of a biochemical reaction network, by exploiting a jump-diffusion approximation model.
The presented blocked Gibbs sampler is based on the two distinct steps of state inference
and parameter inference. We estimate states via a continuous-time forward-filtering backward-
smoothing procedure in the state inference step. By utilizing bootstrap particle filtering within
a backward-smoothing procedure, we sample a smoothing trajectory. For estimating the hidden
parameters, we utilize a separate Markov chain Monte Carlo sampler within the Gibbs sam-
pler that uses the path-wise continuous-time representation of the reaction counters. Finally, the
algorithm is numerically evaluated for a partially observed multi-scale birth-death process example.

1 Introduction
In general, biochemical reaction networks (BRNs)
contain several species and multiple reaction chan-
nels (Kampen 1982; Wilkinson 2006), where the
copy numbers of the species change in a wide
range and the reactions possess varying time scales.

Traditional approaches, such as pure determin-
istic models or pure stochastic models, fail to
account for this multi-scale nature. The determin-
istic approach models the system by using a set of
reaction rate equations in the form of ordinary dif-
ferential equations (ODEs) representing the time
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derivative of the concentrations of species (Cornish-
Bowden 2013). It represents a macroscopic view
and therefore fails to model the inherent discrete
and stochastic ordinal nature of the underlying
BRN. As an alternative to the deterministic ap-
proach, the stochastic approach models a BRN by
using a continuous-time Markov chain (CTMC).
This CTMC gives a stochastic description for the
number of molecules of each species, where the
dynamics of the system are fully described by a
chemical master equation (CME). A CME is a set
of ODEs, possibly of infinite dimension, represent-
ing the time derivative of the probability mass
function over the number of molecules. Despite
its simplicity, CMEs suffers from the curse of di-
mensionality, since each state of the system adds
an extra differential equation to the correspond-
ing CME. Therefore, the Doob-Gillespie algorithm
(Doob 1945) and its variants (Gillespie 1976, 1992,
2007) are used to generate sample paths of the cor-
responding stochastic process, for a detailed review
see, e.g., Karlebach and Shamir (2008).

Since the computational cost of the Doob-
Gillespie algorithm is tremendously demanding for
highly reactive systems, hybrid models combining
different modeling approaches are needed for the
modeling of BRNs exhibiting a multi-scale nature,
for a detailed review, see, e.g., Pahle (2009) and
Singh and Hespanha (2010). A prominent exam-
ple of a hybrid modeling approach can be found
in Haseltine and Rawlings (2002), where the differ-
ent modeling approaches are connected in form of
a Langevin equation and a CTMC, see also Dun-
can et al. (2016). Different simulation strategies
to obtain the dynamics of BRNs involving a large
number of reactions and species modeled with hy-
brid methods are proposed in Salis et al. (2006). For
an application of these simulation strategies to eu-
karyotic cell cycles, based on the idea of Haseltine
and Rawlings (2002), see Liu et al. (2012). In Kang
and Erban (2019), the authors present two hy-
brid models combining the CTMC approach with
a stochastic partial differential equation approach.
The work provides a link between the stochas-
tic approach using CTMCs and the deterministic
approach using partial differential equations. Dif-
ferent hybrid methods to approximate the solution
of the CME are proposed in Hepp et al. (2015) and
Menz et al. (2012). Hybrid simplifications of BRNs
using the Kramers-Moyal expansion (Risken 1996)

and averaging are analyzed in Crudu et al. (2009),
while the convergence analysis of hybrid models
based on disparate types of errors is discussed in
Chevallier and Engblom (2018) and Cotter and
Erban (2016).

Ganguly et al. (2015) present a jump-diffusion
approximation to exploit this multi-scale nature by
using the splitting idea used within hybrid models.
The work contributes an error analysis that defines
an objective measure to separate the BRNs into
different subgroups, which leads to a dynamic sep-
arating algorithm. Based on an error bound the
reactions are separated into two groups (i) a fast
group involving species with high copy numbers
which is modeled by a diffusion approximation gov-
erned by the chemical Langevin equation (CLE)
(Gillespie 2007) and (ii) a slow group involving
species with low copy numbers which is modeled by
the CTMC governed by the random time change
model (RTCM) (Anderson and Kurtz 2011). This
decomposition results in a path-wise representation
of the system under consideration as a combina-
tion of a Poissonian RTCM and a CLE. The joint
probability density function of the jump-diffusion
approximation over the reaction counting process
satisfies the hybrid master equation (HME), as
proven in Altıntan and Koeppl (2020), which in-
volves terms from a CME and a Fokker-Planck
equation (FPE) (Pawula 1967). Based on Hase-
nauer et al. (2014) and Altıntan and Koeppl (2020)
obtain the approximate solution of the HME by
constructing moment equations.

A limiting factor in the modeling approaches
above is that for real installations of BRNs, it is
usually not possible to determine all states and un-
derlying parameters exactly. Therefore, statistical
inference methods that estimate latent states and
parameters of BRNs from given observations are
needed. In this regard, Bayesian inference is an es-
sential tool to estimate the latent variables of the
system under consideration (Gelman et al. 2004).
Unfortunately, the computation of the Bayesian
posterior distribution requires in general solving
high-dimensional integrals, which for complex mod-
els are often computationally intractable, rendering
the main drawback for exact Bayesian inference.
A popular approach to overcome this hindrance
are Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) methods
(Brooks et al. 2011). They tractably generate sam-
ples from the target posterior distribution, which
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can be used to approximately compute quanti-
ties of interest, such as posterior moments, or the
posterior density itself using density estimation.
MCMC methods are offline estimation methods,
which generate samples based on the entire ob-
servation data set. Contrary to that, sequential
Monte Carlo (SMC) methods are an alternative
tool, which construct the posterior distribution
sequentially, only requiring one observation after
another, see, e.g., Chopin and Papaspiliopoulos
(2020).

Over the years, these sampling-based strategies
have been exploited to estimate unknown states
and parameters of BRNs. For example, in Golightly
and Wilkinson (2006), based on the an MCMC
algorithm of Golightly and Wilkinson (2005), the
hidden quantities of BRNs are estimated. Being in-
spired from Chib et al. (2006), an efficient MCMC
method that samples parameters from the posterior
distribution conditioned on the Brownian motion
of the corresponding BRN is proposed in Golightly
and Wilkinson (2008). In Andrieu et al. (2010),
particle Markov chain Monte Carlo (PMCMC)
methods combining SMC and MCMC techniques
are proposed to improve the MCMC methods.
They are utilized to estimate the unknown param-
eters of BRNs in Golightly and Wilkinson (2011).
An inference method for BRNs that uses PMCMC
together with the MCMC technique defined in
Geyer (1991) is presented in Bronstein and Koeppl
(2016). In Sherlock et al. (2014), a PMCMC that
estimates the hidden quantities of a given BRN
modeled with a hybrid method combining the lin-
ear noise approximation (LNA) and the CTMC is
proposed. A new parallel MCMC algorithm based
on the SMC methods to infer the unknown pa-
rameters of BRNs is developed in Catanach et al.
(2020) while a new Bayesian inference method
based on the tensor-train decomposition of the cor-
responding CME of the BRN under consideration
is proposed in Ion et al. (2021). We refer the reader
to Schnoerr et al. (2017) and Wilkinson (2006) for
more details on inference methods for BRNs.

In this work, we propose a Bayesian inference
algorithm for jump-diffusion approximations of
multi-scale reaction networks. Based on the works
of Ganguly et al. (2015) and Altıntan and Koeppl
(2020), we present a forward model formulation
based on the jump-diffusion approximation for
BRNs whose probability density function satisfies
the HME. To account for partial observability, we

present a discrete-time noisy measurement model
for the observations of the continuous-time latent
chemical reaction network. To estimate the hidden
reaction rates, we consider a full Bayesian setup
and quantify the posterior probability of the re-
action rates. We give the exact equations for the
joint posterior distribution of the latent reaction
rates and states given the observations, which are
computationally intractable. Hence, we develop an
MCMC sampler in the form of a blocked Gibbs
particle smoother, to infer the latent parameters
and states of the system.

The presented Gibbs sampler is divided into
two sub-problems of the state inference and the
parameter inference. For the state inference, we
sample from the conditional posterior distribution
of the states given the parameters and observations
by using a forward-filtering backward-smoothing
procedure based on a bootstrap filter (Gordon
et al. 1993). In the parameter inference step, we
sample from the full-conditional posterior distribu-
tion of the parameters given the observations and
the smoothing trajectory generated in the state
inference step. To estimate the fast reaction rate
parameters, we use a reparametrization of Chib
et al. (2006), to circumvent mixing problems in
the Gibbs sampler and present an equation for
the unnormalized density of the full-conditional.
Analogously, to estimate the slow reaction rate pa-
rameters, we give an equation for the unnormalized
full-conditional density of the slow reaction rate
parameters based on Radon-Nikodym derivative
of a conditional path measure against a reference
measure. To sample from those unnormalized con-
ditionals, we use an MCMC method within the
Gibbs sampler.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows:
In Section 2, we give a brief summary of the jump-
diffusion approximation, the underlying HME,
together with a characterization for the path mea-
sure of the counting processes of the slow reactions.
In Section 3, we present a blocked Gibbs parti-
cle smoothing algorithm, namely blocked Gibbs
particle smoothing, and explain the details of the
subordinate state and parameter inference steps.
In Section 4, we evaluate the algorithm numer-
ically on an illustrating example and Section 5
concludes the paper. For an overview of some no-
tational conventions used throughout this paper
see Appendix A.
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2 A Partially Observed
Jump-Diffusion Model for
Reaction Networks

The traditional stochastic approach describes
BRNs as a set of reaction channels. Each reaction
channel in the network describes the interaction
between different species. In this approach, the
system’s state is represented by the integer-valued
copy numbers of species, and the system’s dynam-
ics are defined by a CTMC (Anderson and Kurtz
2011; Wilkinson 2006).

We consider a reaction network consisting of
r ∈ N reaction channels {Rk}k=1,...,r and d ∈ N
species {Sj}j=1,...,d. A reaction channel Rk, with
k = 1, 2, . . . , r, can be represented as follows

Rk :

d∑
j=1

µ
jk
Sj

φk−→
d∑
j=1

µ̄jkSj ,

where φk ∈ R>0 denotes the reaction rate con-
stant of the reaction channel Rk. The non-negative
integers µ

jk
and µ̄jk are the stoichiometric coeffi-

cients. Here, the coefficients µ
jk

and µ̄jk represent
the copy number of species Sj used and produced
in a single firing of the reaction Rk, respectively.
The net change in the copy number of species Sj
at the end of a single firing of the reaction Rk is
µjk = µ̄jk−µjk which gives the stoichiometric vec-
tor of the reaction as µk = (µ1k, µ2k, . . . , µdk)>.
We define X(t) ∈ Nd as the state vector of
the system at time t ≥ 0 with the components
Xj(t), representing the copy number of the jth
species Sj , j = 1, 2, . . . , d. If the system is at state
X(t) = x, then a single firing of reaction channel
Rk jumps to the state x + µk. This allows us to
describe the state vector X(t) by using reaction
counters of the reaction network under considera-
tion. Let N(t) = (N1(t), N2(t), . . . , Nr(t))

> denote
the vector of reaction counters, where Nk(t) rep-
resents the number of firings of the kth reaction
Rk until time t > 0, with k = 1, 2, . . . , r. Given
N(t), we find a description for the state vector of
the multi-scale process X as

X(t) = X(0) +

r∑
k=1

Nk(t)µk. (1)

In a reaction network, the abundances of species
lie in a wide range, from a few copy numbers to

millions of copy numbers. Additionally, the differ-
ent reaction channels can fire at highly varying
speeds. This variability gives rise to a hybrid mod-
eling approach. The key feature of hybrid models
is the separation of reaction channels into different
subsets. In Ganguly et al. (2015), a jump-diffusion
approximation is presented to describe the dynam-
ics of reaction networks, which possess a multi-scale
behavior. The idea of the presented jump-diffusion
approximation is to partition the reaction network
into two different subgroups, (i) a subgroup D of l
slow reactions, i.e., |D| = l and (ii) a subgroup C
of r − l fast reactions, i.e., |C| = r − l. Using this
partitioning we can simulate the fast reactions by
solving a stochastic differential equation (SDE),
the CLE, while samples of the slow reactions can
be conducted by the means of a CTMC simulation.
For the description of the state vector in Eq. (1)
this partitioning yields

X(t) = X(0) +
∑
i∈D

ζi

(∫ t

0

γi(X(s)) ds

)
µi

+
∑
j∈C

(∫ t

0

γj(X(s)) ds

)
µj

+Wj

(∫ t

0

γj(X(s)) ds

)
µj ,

(2)

where {ζi}i∈D are independent unit Poisson pro-
cesses and {Wj}j∈C are independent Brownian
motions. Here, γk(x) represents the propensity
function of the reaction Rk, k = 1, 2, . . . , r,
satisfying

γk(x) +
o(∆t)

∆t

=
1

∆t
P[X(t+ ∆t) = x+ µk | X(t) = x],

with lim∆t→0
o(∆t)

∆t = 0. Throughout this paper,
we assume the law of mass action kinetics for the
propensities, i.e.,

γk(x) = φk

d∏
j=1

(
xj
µ
jk

)
, k = 1, 2, . . . , r. (3)

Given the partitioning of the reactions, we
also partition the reaction counters N(t) into sub-
components U(t) = (U1(t), U2(t), . . . , Ul(t))

> and
V (t) = (V1(t), V2(t), . . . , Vr−l(t))>. Here, U(t) ∈
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U ⊆ Nl is a discrete random variable representing
the firing number of the slow reactions until time
t > 0 and V (t) ∈ V ⊆ Rr−l is a continuous ran-
dom variable of the number of firings of the fast
reactions. Using this partitioning, we can rewrite
Eq. (1) as

X(t) = X(0) +
∑
i∈D

Ui(t)µi +
∑
j∈C

Vj(t)µj . (4)

By comparing Eqs. (2) and (4) we find a description
for the reaction counters as

Ui(t) = ζi

(∫ t

0

γi(X(s)) ds

)
= ζi

(∫ t

0

κi(U(s), V (s)) ds

) (5)

Vj(t) =

(∫ t

0

γj(X(s)) ds

)
+Wj

(∫ t

0

γj(X(s)) ds

)
=

(∫ t

0

κj(U(s), V (s)) ds

)
+Wj

(∫ t

0

κj(U(s), V (s)) ds

)
,

(6)

with i ∈ D, j ∈ C, and the reaction counter de-
pendent propensities κk(u, v), ∀k ∈ C ∪ D, can be
computed by plugin Eq. (4) into the propensities
in Eq. (3) as

κk(u, v) ≡ γk

X(0) +
∑
i∈D

uiµi +
∑
j∈C

vjµj

 .

The resulting dynamics of the hybrid sys-
tem modeled by the jump-diffusion approxima-
tion can be characterized by the time-point-wise
marginal p(u, v, t | H) := ∂v1∂v2 . . . ∂vr−l P(V (t) ≤
v, U(t) = u | H), where H denotes an arbitrary
set involving, e.g., reaction rates {φk}k=1,2,...,r

and initial values U(0) = u0, V (0) = v0. The
characterization is given by the following theorem.

Theorem 1 Let N(t) = (U>(t), V >(t))> denote a
joint counting process. Here, U represents the discrete
random process with realizations u ∈ U ⊆ Nl, while V
represents the continuous random process with realiza-
tions v ∈ V ⊆ Rr−l. The state vector of the multi-scale

process X is given by Eq. (4) and the counting pro-
cesses U and V satisfy Eqs. (5) and (6), respectively.
Then, the time-point-wise marginal p(u, v, t | H) sat-
isfies a generalized Fokker-Planck equation (GFPE)
(Pawula 1967), specifically, the forward HME (Altıntan
and Koeppl 2020)

∂t p(u, v, t | H) = A p(u, v, t | H), (7)

subject to the given initial condition U(0) = 0 and
V (0) = 0, i.e., p(u, v, 0 | H) = δ(u)δ(v)

Here, A (·) = D(·) + C (·) is defined by

D p(u, v, t | H) =
∑
i∈D

κi(u− ei, v) p(u− ei, v, t | H)

− κi(u, v) p(u, v, t | H)

C p(u, v, t | H) = −
∑
j∈C

∂vj (κj(u, v) p(u, v, t | H))

+
1

2

∑
j∈C

∂2
vj (κj(u, v) p(u, v, t | H)).

A proof for the above theorem can be found in
Appendix B.1.

Similarly, there is an analog backward HME
(Köhs et al. 2021; Pawula 1967) for the density
p(H | u, v, t) := p(H | U(t) = u, V (t) = v), which
is given by

∂t p(H | u, v, t) = −A † p(H | u, v, t),

where the operator A †(·) = D†(·) + C †(·) is
characterized by

D† p(H | u, v, t) =
∑
i∈D

κi(u, v)(p(H | u+ ei, v, t)

−p(H | u, v, t))

C † p(H | u, v, t) =
∑
j∈C

κj(u, v)∂vj p(H | u, v, t)

+
1

2

∑
j∈C

κj(u, v)∂2
vj p(H | u, v, t).

Here, A and A † are adjoints of each
other w.r.t. the inner product 〈p, q〉 :=∑

u∈U
∫

p(u, v, t)q(u, v, t) dv, that is,

〈A p, q〉 = 〈p,A †q〉.
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2.1 A Path-Wise Characterization
of the Counting Process

Often we can also find a path-wise description of
a stochastic process, compared to the time-point-
wise marginals discussed before. Here, we give a
characterization of the counting process U repre-
senting the reaction counters of the slow reactions
as in Eq. (5) for a given process V representing the
reaction counters of the fast reactions as in Eq. (6).

We have l slow reactions in our system, there-
fore, the state vector of the process U at time
t ≥ 0 is U(t) = (U1(t), U2(t), . . . , Ul(t))

>, where
Ui(t) represents the firing number of the reaction
Ri, with i ∈ D, in the time interval [0, t]. Since the
Markov chain representation is kept for slow reac-
tions, as mentioned above, the reaction counting
process is a Poisson process, i.e.,

Ui(t) = ζi

(∫ t

0

κi(U(s), V (s)) ds

)
i ∈ D,

(8)
where ζi represents the independent unit Poisson
processes, see, e.g., Anderson and Kurtz (2011).
To obtain a description for a density, we compute
in Appendix B.2 the Radon-Nikodym derivative

D(u[0,T ]) :=
d PU |V,Φ

d Pζ
(u[0,T ])

=
P(U[0,T ] ∈ du[0,T ] | v[0,T ], φ)

P(ζ[0,T ] ∈ du[0,T ])
.

This Radon-Nikodym derivative between the path
measure PU |V,Φ of the stochastic process U given
V characterized by Eq. (8) and the path mea-
sure Pζ of the multivariate Poisson process ζ(t) =
(ζ1(t), ζ2(t), . . . , ζl(t))

> yields the following density
expression

D(u[0,T ]) = exp

(∫ T

0

∑
i∈D

[1− κi(u(s), v(s))] ds

)

·
∏
i∈D

ui(T )∏
j=1

κi(u(τ−i,j), v(τ−i,j)),

(9)

where τ−i,j is the time right before the jth firing
time of the ith slow reaction Ri, i ∈ D and ui(T )
is the corresponding number of firings in the time
interval [0, T ]. Note that these results can also be

extended to the general case comparing two mea-
sures of jump-diffusion processes using Girsanov’s
theorem, see Hanson (2007) for an accessible intro-
duction, and Cheridito et al. (2005) and Øksendal
and Sulem (2005) for mathematical treatments.

2.2 Partial Observability
Finally, in most setups the state X(t) can not be
observed directly. Rather, often only noisy mea-
surements Yn := Y (tn) of the state Xn := X(tn)
at discrete time points {tn}n=1,...,K are available.
To capture this setup, we model the measurements
using a probabilistic model given as

Yn | Xn ∼ p(yn | xn), n = 1, 2, . . . ,K.

3 Posterior Inference
Statistical inference aims to estimate unknown
quantities of the system from observations. For this,
we consider a time interval [0, T ] and resort to a
Bayesian approach. In this setup, the latent quan-
tities are characterized by a conditional probability
of (i) the state path X[0,T ] and (ii) the reaction
rates Φ := (Φ1, . . . ,Φr)

> given the observation
data Y1:K in the time interval, i.e.,

X[0,T ],Φ | Y1:K ∼ P(dx[0,T ],dφ | y1:K), (10)

where P(dx[0,T ],dφ | y1:K) := P(X[0,T ] ∈
dx[0,T ],Φ ∈ dφ | Y1:K = y1:K).

An equivalent characterization of Eq. (10) is
given by the joint posterior over the firing counters
and the reaction rates

U[0,T ], V[0,T ],Φ | Y1:K

∼ P(du[0,T ],dv[0,T ],dφ | y1:K),
(11)

as we can easily transform the firing counters U(t)
and V (t) into the state X(t) using Eq. (4), i.e.,

X(t) = X(0) +
∑
i∈D

Ui(t)µi +
∑
j∈C

Vj(t)µj ,

where we assume a given initial value X(0) = x0.
For inferring the reaction rates Φ we place a

prior on them, which yields a generative model.
This forward model consists of drawing the reaction
rates from the prior distribution

Φ ∼ p(φ),
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subsequently simulating the firing counters

U[0,T ], V[0,T ] | Φ ∼ P(du[0,T ],dv[0,T ] | φ)

and drawing the observations as

Yn | U(tn), V (tn) ∼ p(yn | un, vn), n = 1, . . . ,K.

Here, the measurement density is given by p(yn |
un, vn) = p(yn | xn), where the state xn is
computed as in Eq. (4), as

xn = x0 +
∑
i∈D

un,iµi +
∑
j∈C

vn,jµj ,

with the realizations of the counters Un,i := Ui(tn)
and Vn,j := Vj(tn), for i ∈ D and j ∈ C.

Given the generative model, the exact posterior
distribution in Eq. (11) can be computed as

P(du[0,T ],dv[0,T ],dφ | y1:K)

=
p(y1:K | u[0,T ], v[0,T ], φ) P(du[0,T ],dv[0,T ],dφ)

p(y1:K)

which requires computing the evidence

p(y1:K) =∫
p(y1:K | u[0,T ], v[0,T ], φ) P(du[0,T ],dv[0,T ],dφ)

(12)
This computation is an intractable problem be-
cause it requires computing an integral over the
space of all reaction rates φ and all paths u[0,T ]

and v[0,T ].
Even though the computation of the poste-

rior distribution is intractable it is often use-
ful to characterize the posterior path measure
P(du[0,T ], dv[0,T ], dφ | y1:K), by its time-point-wise
marginal density

p(u, v, t, φ | y1:K) = p(u, v, t | φ, y1:K) p(φ | y1:K).

Here, p(φ | y1:K) is the marginal posterior of the
parameters and p(u, v, t | φ, y1:K) is the smoothing
distribution, see, e.g., Särkkä (2013), Anderson and
Rhodes (1983), and Köhs et al. (2021), which we
define as

π̃(u, v, t) := p(u, v, t | φ, y1:K).

The smoothing distribution can be computed
utilizing Bayes’ rule as

π̃(u, v, t)

=
p(u, v, t, y1:n, yn+1:K | φ)

p(y1:n, yn+1:K | φ)

=
p(yn+1:K | u, v, t, φ, y1:n)

p(yn+1:K | φ, y1:n)
p(u, v, t | φ, y1:n)

=
p(yn+1:K | u, v, t, φ)

p(yn+1:K | φ, y1:n)
p(u, v, t | φ, y1:n)

= Z̃−1
n β(u, v, t)π(u, v, t).

(13)
The above quantities in Eq. (13) can be identified
as, firstly, the filtering distribution

π(u, v, t) := p(u, v, t | φ, y1:n),

which is the posterior distribution at time t condi-
tioned on the observations Y1:n received up until
that time, i.e., n = max{n′ ∈ N | tn′ ≤ t} and the
parameters φ. Secondly, in Eq. (13) the backward
distribution is

β(u, v, t) := p(yn+1:K | u, v, t, φ),

which is a backward filtering quantity, that is
the likelihood of the “future” observations Yn+1:K .
Finally, a normalizing constant is given by

Z̃n := p(yn+1:K | φ, y1:n)

=
∑
u∈U

∫
β(u, v, t)π(u, v, t) dv,

It can be shown that the filtering distribution
π(u, v, t), the backward distribution β(u, v, t), as
well as the smoothing distribution π̃(u, v, t), can
be computed recursively. Specifically, the time-
evolution equation of the filtering distribution
between the observation points follows the HME,
see Eq. (7),

∂tπ(u, v, t) = A π(u, v, t),

with initial condition π(u, v, 0) = δ(u)δ(v). The
reset conditions at the observation points are given
as

π(u, v, tn) = Z−1
n p(yn | u, v)π(u, v, t−n ),
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where we denote by π(u, v, t−n ) the filtering distri-
bution right before the nth observation, i.e.,

π(u, v, t−n ) = lim
t↗tn

π(u, v, t) = p(u, v, tn | φ, y1:n−1)

and we have the normalization constant

Zn = p(yn | φ, y1:n−1)

=
∑
u∈U

∫
p(yn | u, v)π(u, v, t−n ) dv,

for more details see Appendix C.1. Similarly, the
time derivative w.r.t. the density of the back-
ward distribution between the observation points
satisfies

∂tβ(u, v, t) = −A †β(u, v, t),

subject to the the end point condition β(u, v, T ) =
1, with the adjoint operator A †. The backward
distribution at the observation points satisfies

β(u, v, t−n+1) = β(u, v, tn+1) p(yn+1 | u, v),

with
β(u, v, t−n+1) = lim

t↗tn+1

β(u, v, t)

for details see Appendix C.2. Finally, the time
derivative w.r.t. the density of the smoothing
distribution is given as follows

∂tπ̃(u, v, t)

= −
∑
j∈C

∂vj{κj(u, v) + ∂vj log(β(u, v, t))κj(u, v)}

· π̃(u, v, t) +
∑
j∈C

∂2
vj (κj(u, v)π̃(u, v, t))

+
∑
i∈D

κi(u− ei, v)π̃(u− ei, v, t)
β(u, v, t)

β(u− ei, v, t)

−
∑
i∈D

κi(u, v)π̃(u, v, t)
β(u+ ei, v, t)

β(u, v, t)
,

with initial condition π̃(u, v, 0) = δ(u)δ(v), for
more see Appendix C.3. Though, the point-wise
expressions give us a characterization of the path-
wise posterior distribution in form of a density
the required calculations are still intractable as in
Eq. (12). This is because computing besides the
marginal posterior p(φ | y1:K), the time-evolution

of the filtering distribution π(u, v, t), the backward
distribution β(u, v, t), as well as calculating the re-
quired normalization constants Z̃n all still require
to solve high-dimensional integrals and sums over
the state variables and rate parameters.

To circumvent computing such intractable in-
tegrals, MCMC methods (Brooks et al. 2011;
Gelman et al. 2004; Roberts and Sahu 1997)
are a valuable computational tool for Bayesian
statistics. MCMC methods are widely applied in
areas such as engineering (Pasquier and Smith
2015; Worden and Hensman 2012), epidemics
(Hamra et al. 2013; O’Neill 2002), and biochem-
istry (Valderrama-Bahamóndez and Fröhlich 2019;
Theorell and Nöh 2019). They construct a Markov
chain, where the stationary distribution is the
probability distribution of interest. Therefore, they
can produce samples from the target posterior
distribution, without suffering from the curse of
dimensionality. There has been a substantial de-
velopment of these techniques, including various
extensions of the Metropolis-Hastings algorithm
(Hastings 1970; Metropolis et al. 1953), such as
the Metropolis-adjusted Langevin algorithm and
Hamiltonian Monte Carlo (HMC), see, e.g., Duane
et al. (1987); Neal et al. (2011), and extensions
like the No-U-Turn Sampler (NUTS) of Hoffman
et al. (2014). However, these types of acceptance-
rejection schemes can be slow if they are naively
applied to state space models like the one presented
here. Therefore, often-times a Gibbs sampling
scheme, see, e.g., Gelman et al. (2004) and Geman
and Geman (1984), is preferable, where first the
latent state variables conditioned on all other vari-
ables are drawn and subsequently the parameters
are sampled conditioned on all other variables.

In this work, we develop a blocked Gibbs par-
ticle smoothing scheme to sample from the full
posterior distribution in Eq. (11). In the pre-
sented scheme, we want to alternatingly sample the
joint paths (U[0,T ], V[0,T ]) and the reaction rates Φ
conditioned on each other and the data Y1:K , i.e.,

U
(m)
[0,T ], V

(m)
[0,T ] | Φ

(m−1), Y1:K

∼ P(du[0,T ],dv[0,T ] | y1:K , φ)

Φ(m) | U (m)
[0,T ], V

(m)
[0,T ], Y1:K

∼ p(φ | u[0,T ], v[0,T ], y1:K),

(14)
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wherem denotes the iteration step of the algorithm.
However, note that the path V[0,T ] is the solution
to a SDE, see, e.g., Ethier and Kurtz (2009), as

Vj(t) =

(∫ t

0

κj(U(s), V (s)) ds

)
+Wj

(∫ t

0

κj(U(s), V (s)) ds

)
⇔ dVj(t) =κj(U(t), V (t)) dt

+
√
κj(U(t), V (t)) dWj(t).

This is problematic as performing Gibbs sampling
by alternating sampling between parameters and
the solutions of SDEs are known to suffer from
convergence issues, see, e.g., Chib et al. (2006)
and Golightly and Wilkinson (2008). This is some-
times termed the Roberts-Stramer critique named
after Roberts and Stramer (2001), which first dis-
cussed these convergence issues in the context of
univariate diffusions. The problem is that param-
eters appearing in the dispersion of the SDE can
be deterministically computed using the quadratic
variation of the diffusion process. This leads to a
degenerate sampler with a bad mixing behavior,
since the conditional density for the parameters is
peaked at the value that was previously used to
generate the diffusion path. Therefore, we first split
the parameter updates into separate Gibbs steps,
(i) for slow reaction rate parameters {Φi}i∈D and
(ii) the fast reaction rate parameters {Φj}j∈C in-
volved in the dispersion of the diffusion process.
This yields the following blocked Gibbs sampler

U
(m)
[0,T ], V

(m)
[0,T ] | Φ

(m−1), Y1:K

∼ P(du[0,T ],dv[0,T ] | y1:K , φ)

{Φ(m)
i }i∈D | U (m)

[0,T ], V
(m)
[0,T ], {Φ

(m−1)
j }j∈C , Y1:K

∼ p({φi}i∈D | u[0,T ], v[0,T ], {φj}j∈C , y1:K)

{Φ(m)
j }j∈C | U (m)

[0,T ], V
(m)
[0,T ], {Φ

(m)
i }i∈D, Y1:K

∼ p({φj}j∈C | u[0,T ], v[0,T ], {φi}i∈D, y1:K).

Next, we use a reparameterization of Chib et al.
(2006) for the sampler. The idea is to sample the
conditional Brownian motion W[0,T ] instead of the
conditional diffusion path V[0,T ], which is known to
alleviate the convergence issues. For this we use the
one-to-one correspondence between the Brownian

motions {Wj(t)} and the counters {Vj(t)} as

dVj(t)

= κj(U(t), V (t)) dt+
√
κj(U(t), V (t))dWj(t)

(15)
and consequently, we have

dWj(t) =
dVj(t)− κj(U(t), V (t)) dt√

κj(U(t), V (t))
. (16)

Therefore, we build a non-degenerate version of the
Gibbs sampler by performing the following update
scheme

U
(m)
[0,T ], V

(m)
[0,T ] | Φ

(m−1), Y1:K

∼ P(du[0,T ],dv[0,T ] | y1:K , φ)
(17)

{Φ(m)
i }i∈D | U (m)

[0,T ], V
(m)
[0,T ], {Φ

(m−1)
j }j∈C , Y1:K

∼ p({φi}i∈D | u[0,T ], v[0,T ], {φj}j∈C , y1:K)

(18)

dW
(m)
j (t) =

dV
(m)
j (t)− κj(U (m)(t), V (m)(t)) dt√

κj(U (m)(t), V (m)(t))
(19)

{Φ(m)
j }j∈C | U (m)

[0,T ],W
(m)
[0,T ], {Φ

(m)
i }i∈D, Y1:K

∼ p({φj}j∈C | u[0,T ], w[0,T ], {φi}i∈D, y1:K)

(20)

Here, the first step in Eq. (17) yields a sample from
the conditional posterior of the reaction counters
given the parameters and the observation data,
which corresponds to the problem of state inference.
In this blocked Gibbs step, we draw a smoothing
trajectory by using a forward-filtering backward-
smoothing procedure whose details are discussed
Section 3.1. In the Gibbs step for the parameters
in Eqs. (18) and (20), discussed in Section 3.2, a
sample from the conditional distribution of the pa-
rameters is drawn, which we refer to as parameter
inference. For the parameter inference of the fast-
reaction rate parameters, we reparameterize the
distribution in terms of the posterior Brownian
motion in Eq. (19) to alleviate the mixing prob-
lems in the naive Gibbs sampler. Note that, we
compute the propensities κj(U (m)(t), V (m)(t)) in
Eq. (19) w.r.t. the parameters Φ(m−1).
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3.1 State Inference
As noted before, the main drawback of Bayesian
inference, in general, is the presence of intractable
sums and integrals. There are two widely used
methods in state space models to circumvent these
intractabilities, which are Kalman filter-based
methods and SMC methods.

Kalman filtering (Kalman and Bucy 1961) is
utilized to estimate hidden states of linear sys-
tems with Gaussian noise. Over the years different
variants of it to infer the hidden states of more com-
plicated systems have been proposed, for a detailed
review, see Khodarahmi and Maihami (2022),Af-
shari et al. (2017). Unlike Kalman filter-based
methods, SMC methods can be applied to nonlin-
ear state space models with non-Gaussian noise.
SMC methods are a combination of sequential im-
portance sampling (SIS) methods and resampling
methods, see, e.g., Cappé et al. (2007), Doucet
and Johansen (2011), and Särkkä (2013). They
are based on the idea of sequentially approximat-
ing the posterior distribution by a set of particles.
These particles are distributed using importance
weights and a resampling method. Hence, another
common name for SMC methods is particle filter-
ing, see e.g., Chopin and Papaspiliopoulos (2020),
Doucet et al. (2001), Speekenbrink (2016).

In this work, for generating a full tra-
jectory from the conditional distribution
P(du[0,T ],dv[0,T ] | y1:K , φ), we utilize a forward-
filtering backward-smoothing procedure, see, e.g.,
Doucet and Johansen (2011), Godsill et al. (2004),
Hürzeler and Künsch (1998), and Olsson and
Ryden (2011). The first idea of this procedure
is to approximate the target filtering distribu-
tion π(u, v, t). In this forward-filtering step, the
filtering distribution is approximated by an em-
pirical distribution, which is obtained utilizing
an SMC method. Second, in the backward-
smoothing step we sample from an empirical
approximation of the conditional path measure
P(du[0,T ],dv[0,T ] | y1:K , φ). This empirical distri-
bution is generated backwardly by re-sampling the
particles generated by the SMC method. Next, we
describe these steps in detail.

3.1.1 Forward-filtering and the
Bootstrap Filter

In the forward-filtering step of our method, we
use an SMC method, a bootstrap filter, to build

the filtering distribution. We aim to approximate
the filtering distribution π(u, v, t), by using an im-
portance sampling method. For this, we generate
samples or particles from a proposal distribution.
The relation between the target posterior distri-
bution and the proposal distribution are given
by the importance weights which are used to ob-
tain an empirical estimate for the target filtering
distribution.

We use a bootstrap filter (Gordon et al. 1993;
Särkkä 2013) that uses the prior distribution be-
tween the observations as the proposal distribution,
i.e.,

U
(i)
[tn−1,tn], V

(i)
[tn−1,tn] | U(tn−1), V (tn−1),Φ

∼ P(du[tn−1,tn],dv[tn−1,tn] | u(tn−1), v(tn−1), φ)

where i = 1, . . . ,M is the particle index. Sampling
from this distribution is easy, as we can generate a
sample by simulating the system in Eqs. (4) to (6).
The importance weight for the ith particle at time
point tn can be computed recursively as

Γ(i)
n ∝ p(yn | u(i)

n , v(i)
n )Γ

(i)
n−1. (21)

This yields an empirical approximation for the
filtering distribution as

π(u, v, t) ≈
M∑
i=1

Γ(i)
n δ(U (i)(t)− u)δ(V (i)(t)− v),

where n = max{n′ ∈ N | tn′ ≤ t}. Additionally,
to circumvent particle degeneracy, we perform a
resampling procedure, systematic resampling, at
the observation time points. The details of the
bootstrap filter are explained in Appendix D.1,
where we explain the initialization, importance re-
sampling, and selection steps. For more details on
particle filters and smoothers, in general, we refer
the reader to Del Moral et al. (2006), Doucet and
Johansen (2011), Speekenbrink (2016), and Särkkä
(2013).

3.1.2 Backward Smoothing

In the backward-smoothing step, we use a sequen-
tial importance resampling (SIR) particle smooth-
ing strategy (Doucet and Johansen 2011; Kitagawa
1996; Särkkä 2013). We refer to Appendix D.2 for
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details and derivations. For SIR particle smooth-
ing, we store filtered particles from the forward-
filtering step and use them to obtain an empirical
approximation of the conditional path measure
P(du[0,T ], dv[0,T ] | y1:K , φ). Subsequently, our goal
is to generate a sample from this conditional
distribution.

To achieve this goal, we store the particle
trajectories {U (i)

[0,T ], V
(i)
[0,T ]}

M
i=1 obtained from the

bootstrap filter. These particles can be interpreted
as importance samples of the conditional path mea-
sure P(du[0,T ],dv[0,T ] | y1:K , φ). It turns out that
for SIR particle smoothing the smoothing weights
{Γ̃(i)}Mi=1 correspond to the last weights of the
filtering distribution, i.e.,

Γ̃(i) = Γ
(i)
K .

Hence, an approximation for the sought-after con-
ditional path measure can be obtained via the
following particle approximation

P(du[0,T ],dv[0,T ] | φ, y1:K)

≈
M∑
i=1

Γ
(i)
K δ

U
(i)

[0,T ]

(du[0,T ])δV (i)

[0,T ]

(dv[0,T ]).

A sample from this empirical distribution is easily
generated, as

U[0,T ], V[0,T ] | Φ, Y1:K

∼
M∑
i=1

Γ
(i)
K δ

U
(i)

[0,T ]

(du[0,T ])δV (i)

[0,T ]

(dv[0,T ]),
(22)

implies that the ith particle (U
(i)
[0,T ], V

(i)
[0,T ]) is

sampled with probability Γ
(i)
K .

Illustrations of the forward-filtering step and
the backward-smoothing are depicted in Figs. 1
and 2, respectively. In Fig. 1 we show for a small
number of particles for the stateX(t) and the obser-
vations Y1:K an illustration of the bootstrap filter.
The corresponding true latent state trajectory is
depicted in Fig. 2a. Figure 2 provides an intuition
for the smoothing procedure, where we show in
Figs. 2b and 2c the filter particles of two reaction
counters U(t) ∈ N and V (t) ∈ R together with
one backward smoothing trajectory. The backward
trajectory is selected according to the empirical

distribution in Eq. (22). The corresponding smooth-
ing trajectory sample for the state is depicted in
Fig. 2a.

3.2 Parameter Inference
Having presented a solution to sampling from
the full conditional of the state variables as in
Eq. (17), we present next a method to sam-
ple from the full conditionals as in Eqs. (18)
and (20). Therefore, we sample from the condi-
tionals p({φi}i∈D | u[0,T ], v[0,T ], {φj}j∈C , y1:K) and
p({φj}j∈C | u[0,T ], w[0,T ], {φi}i∈D, y1:K) of the slow
and fast rate parameters, respectively.

Since computing these conditionals requires in
general computing intractable integrals over the
parameter space, we next present expressions for
the respective unnormalized conditionals. These
unnormalized density expressions can be used by an
MCMC method like, e.g., the Metropolis-Hastings
algorithm or HMC, to yield a Metropolis-within-
Gibbs sampling type scheme.

3.2.1 Estimating the Slow Reaction
Rate Parameters

First, we want to estimate the reaction rates of
the slow reactions, i.e., {Φi}i∈D. We can find an
unnormalized expression for the full conditional
p({φi}i∈D | u[0,T ], v[0,T ], {φj}j∈C , y1:K) of the slow
reactions. For this, we exploit an expression pro-
portional to the path-likelihood PU |V,Φ(du[0,T ]) :=
P(du[0,T ] | v[0,T ], {φi}i∈D), for which we use the
path measure of the discrete counting process
whose details are given in Section 2.1. This yields
the following relation

p({φi}i∈D | u[0,T ], v[0,T ], {φj}j∈C , y1:K)

∝
P(du[0,T ] | v[0,T ], {φi}i∈D)

Pζ(du[0,T ])
p(φ)

=
PU |V,Φ(du[0,T ])

Pζ(du[0,T ])
p(φ) = D(u[0,T ]) p(φ),

where Pζ(du[0,T ]) := P(ζ[0,T ] ∈ du[0,T ]) is the
path measure of the multivariate standard-Poisson
process ζ and D(u[0,T ]) :=

d PU|V,Φ
d Pζ

(u[0,T ]) ≡
PU|V,Φ(du[0,T ])

Pζ(du[0,T ])
denotes the Radon-Nikodym deriva-

tive between the path-likelihood PU |V,Φ(du[0,T ])
and the path measure Pζ(du[0,T ]), see Eq. (9).
Hence, using the expression for D(u[0,T ]) in Eq. (9),
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t1 t2

t1 t2
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t2 t3

t2 t3

t2 t3

t2 t3
<latexit sha1_base64="0bdisGawlpZjrfwA1aaJokEhZW4=">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</latexit>

t1
<latexit sha1_base64="GFqvL0iR9lJldj8mwABg+S400pE=">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</latexit>

t2
<latexit sha1_base64="XVDKTXFos8QDw6tcwjBaAmXUgKw=">AAAN6niczZdLbxs3EIA36StVozZpj70QsYUWRSpYbZAEMAzEsV3HqG1t5dhxYqoOd5eSiHDJBcl1pDCbf9BLDy2KXvuHeuy/6XD13LXX8K1dQAA5881who8hFSScabOy8s+16++9/8GHH934uPbJzfqnn926/fmRlqkK6WEouVTHAdGUM0EPDTOcHieKkjjg9FnwasPpn51RpZkUT80ood2Y9AXrsZAYEB2Y0+9Pby2tNFfyD51vtCaNJW/y+ae3b/6NIxmmMRUm5ETrk9ZKYrqWKMNCTrMaTjVNSPiK9OkJNAWJqe7aPNYMNUASoZ5U8BMG5dJFC0tirUdxAGRMzECXdU440zUKQ5new65lIkkNFeF4pF7KkZHIZY4ipmho+AgaJFQMgkXhgCgSGpif2mWeCjG4kY2UXGfF4QeUn1GYBt3LQywqdUg4jbp2DBWmyAZBXBZIHmU1+BrwoT1wh9oJVcRIpZGT1Rq7sN5EoXXep4EiNbxJYSkUdewUtRgS7WcWu3hUbPMevptVwEbNUWg7sNZoJ4bF7E2+WS60+8ZiovoxE1newK51GUiGUxBaMMABNboioM4kniCwnawq6v05tF8JvZhDLzI36o6I3AlwO+9Cg9bMILatDDkTX8mABIwzM6ow2poY6Z7dGk8fFvR1KOOYiAjUUxKwLUyHCWxGmIh5zD6BDRptwlGOGWzJY7sAnbS69iSz3cw2aghh1hNpjMNUKTiDfSXTxO3wtdZ9hCnXFAe0z0Quxz3mDGCTszNiaEDUUusqHqiIZvblTJgQVMUsgkSEFBrOUmLwKo5c5Jq9oRgKjllUZUX7hWAm+SzEy8NQRvQlfrf2Er91Oi5fUxVCibPzoDg177JZHMhhbuZzy7drWBsF7u48hLrlgq9Yh13aM8W14E5ylfXIwcmaNP8XazLLqsP6A5fWLFaVC66S1Zh0aTX/w61WqzheR2ShQLlOdSn7cXdOQjsHFydrk50BsIqP3D5dhZsCBFT1odZTJJ0X5UoDHPoNGSecDt2Zbyx4wFAF4KZt21pjuvMGkoXUdRGyFo83vjYjTsdqwm07y7IGgpqsE05Gue4qvKFDcyFcbbKgmhjh/P4J5NA2H2R2+VIXy+DjPOAcFWZxNgfSVcdN5s5ckFbeExZvkxio+cJAv7JgbxBTYKFfyW4NkwIL/Wq/Hb/ot+NXsruyv1+AQSCkqg76EN5VoC/YTGTV19ecdrNffYXtgxfCr0pv72wX0e1s1tzJFqRVDvZSXlwBJ6ikHzNRgKFfyW4yVWChX8n62wXUr47Xl0wXWRBU0lLQgTRzuC3oE1mdnu8vzKTv5y8I9AMbwjsWaqei2r2udbHEJPDw8vFXko/It7DTY4KHGt53NLc9gPctPCCLFgcHuX42EjouVS14rUNZdTm6+xVNDFDeK6HrZV+HZV/roTuq4Gz/NC3p2mXj52XjdqCpOiMzD6MS8HQPLmIOHnbhj0hEyv6n2vELC/mn9jl21/jxXZRmJbgzgTslOZTRUKbCLaIh5QweTzOAa86Qn+dTV+LMgaFJZuGxDn+CWuW/POcbR981W/eb9366t/RoefJ36Ib3pXfH+9preQ+8R94Tz/cOvdDre794v3m/13n91/of9T/H6PVrE5svvMJX/+tf/x0oBw==</latexit>

t3
<latexit sha1_base64="0bdisGawlpZjrfwA1aaJokEhZW4=">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</latexit>

t1
<latexit sha1_base64="GFqvL0iR9lJldj8mwABg+S400pE=">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</latexit>

t2
<latexit sha1_base64="QXfhj6yO8hCWAcL0uFVYW7KerbY=">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</latexit>

0

Figure 1: Illustration of the bootstrap filter for a jump-diffusion approximation of a reaction network.
The figure shows M = 5 state particles {X(i)

[tn−1,tn]} for K = 3 observations, where i = 1, . . . ,M and
n = 1, . . . ,K. The counters U(t) and V (t) are converted into the state variable via Eq. (4). The rows of the
figure correspond to the particle index i, while the columns are the observation indices n. The observations
are given as red crosses at the time points t1 < t2 < t3. The line width denotes the particle weight as in
Eq. (21). Arrows denote the particle selection phase after resampling. Therefore, particles with a high
weight (high line width) are replicated, while others are eliminated, for more details see Appendix D.1.
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Figure 2: Illustration of the backward smoothing procedure. The ground truth latent state trajectory
X(t) (yellow line) together with the observations (red crosses) and a smoothing trajectory (black line) are
depicted in (a). A smoothing trajectory (black line) of a discrete reaction counter U(t) and a continuous
reaction counter V (t) are shown in (b) and (c), respectively. The particles of the bootstrap filter (blue
line) represent an empirical distribution for the conditional path measure, see Eq. (22).

we can generate a sample {Φj}j∈C of the full con-
ditional in Eq. (20) using the unnormalized density

as

p({φi}i∈D | u[0,T ], v[0,T ], {φj}j∈C , y1:K)

∝ exp

(
−
∫ T

0

∑
i∈D

κi(u(s), v(s)) ds

)

·

∏
i∈D

ui(T )∏
j=1

κi(u(τ−i,j), v(τ−i,j))

 p(φ).

(23)
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Even though computing the normalization constant
in Eq. (23) involves in general an intractable inte-
gral over the parameters, we can computationally
efficiently sample from the expression using the
Metropolis-Hastings algorithm, HMC or extensions
like NUTS.

3.2.2 Estimating the Fast Reaction
Rate Parameters

Second, we estimate the reaction rates of the fast
reactions, i.e., {Φj}j∈C . Using the model struc-
ture, we have the following expression for the
unnormalized conditional distribution

p({φj}j∈C | u[0,T ], w[0,T ], {φi}i∈D, y1:K)

∝ p(y1:K | u[0,T ], w[0,T ], φ) p(φ).

The likelihood can be computed as

p(y1:K | u[0,T ], w[0,T ], φ) =

K∏
n=1

p(yn | xn),

where we compute the state xn using

xn = x0 +
∑
i∈D

ui(tn)µi +
∑
j∈C

vj(tn)µj ,

with

dvj(t) =

κj(u(t), v(t)) dt+
√
κj(u(t), v(t)) dwj(t).

(24)

Hence, we can sample from the full conditional of
{Φj}j∈C in Eq. (20) using the unnormalized density

p({φj}j∈C | u[0,T ], w[0,T ], {φi}i∈D, y1:K)

∝

(
K∏
n=1

p(yn | xn)

)
p(φ).

(25)

This concludes the presentation of the proposed
blocked Gibbs particle smoother. A pseudo-code
summarizing the sampler is given by Algorithm 1.

4 A Multi-Scale Birth-Death
Process Experiment

In the following, we apply our algorithm to an
illustrative example. We consider a birth-death

reaction system with two reactions of the form.

R1 : ρS
φ1−→ ∅, R2 : ∅ φ2−→ ηS, (26)

with stoichiometries ρ ∈ N and η ∈ N. In this
example, R1 is considered to be a fast reaction
and is therefore modeled by a diffusion approxima-
tion, while a discrete state Markov chain updating
scheme is kept for the slow reaction R2. Hence, the
sets of fast and slow reactions, the stoichiometries,
and the respective change vectors are given by

C = {1}, D = {2},
µ

1
= ρ, µ̄1 = 0 molec, µ1 = −ρ,

µ
2

= 0 molec, µ̄2 = η, µ2 = η,

where we assume a substrate stoichiometry of
ρ = 1 molec and product stoicheometry of η =
10 molec. The system’s state vector at time t ≥ 0
is represented by X(t) ∈ R. We divide the re-
action counters of the system into two groups,
i.e., N(t) = (U(t), V (t))>, with U(t) ∈ Z≥0 and
V (t) ∈ R representing the firing number of slow
and fast reactions until time t > 0, respectively.
This yields the state vector of the system as

X(t) = X(0) + ηU(t)− ρV (t), (27)

Where we assume that the state of the system is
deterministically initialized as X(0) = 60 molec.
The corresponding reaction counters of the system
obey the following equations.

V (t) =

∫ t

0

κ1(U(s), V (s)) ds

+W

(∫ t

0

κ1(U(s), V (s)) ds

)
,

(28)

U(t) = ζ

(∫ t

0

κ2(U(s), V (s)) ds

)
, (29)

and by definition we have U(0) = V (0) = 0. The
propensity functions above to follow the law of
mass action kinetics as

κ1(u, v) = γ1(X(0) + ηu− ρv)

= φ1
X(0) + ηu− ρv

ρ
,

κ2(u, v) = γ2(X(0) + ηu− ρv) = φ2,

(30)
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Algorithm 1: Blocked Gibbs Particle Smoothing
input :Y1:K : Observation data; Φ(0): Initial rate parameters; L: number of Gibbs samples
output :Posterior samples {U (m)

[0,T ], V
(m)
[0,T ],Φ

(m)}Lm=1

1 for m = 1 to L do
2 Sample a smoothing path as in Eq. (22), by SIR particle smoothing, see Section 3.1, i.e., sample

U
(m)
[0,T ], V

(m)
[0,T ] | Φ

(m−1), Y1:K ∼ P(du[0,T ],dv[0,T ] | y1:K , φ).

3 Sample the slow reaction rate parameters by drawing from Eq. (23), see Section 3.2.1, i.e., sample

{Φ(m)
i }i∈D | U (m)

[0,T ], V
(m)
[0,T ], {Φ

(m−1)
j }j∈C , Y1:K ∼ p({φi}i∈D | u[0,T ], v[0,T ], {φj}j∈C , y1:K).

4 Compute the conditional Brownian motions as

dW
(m)
j (t) =

dV
(m)
j (t)− κj(U (m)(t), V (m)(t)) dt√

κj(U (m)(t), V (m)(t))
, ∀j ∈ C.

5 Sample the fast reaction rate parameters by drawing from Eq. (25), see Section 3.2.2, i.e., sample

{Φ(m)
j }j∈C | U (m)

[0,T ],W
(m)
[0,T ], {Φ

(m)
i }i∈D, Y1:K ∼ p({φj}j∈C | u[0,T ], w[0,T ], {φi}i∈D, y1:K).

6 end

and the latent rates are set to φ1 = 2 s−1 and
φ2 = 4 s−1, hence φ = (2 s−1, 4 s−1)>. 1 Therefore,
the HME in Eq. (7) computes to

∂t p(u, v, t | H) = φ1
X(0) + ηu− ρv

ρ

·
(

1

2
∂2
v p(u, v, t | H)− ∂v p(u, v, t | H)

)
− φ1(∂v p(u, v, t | H)− p(u, v, t | H))

+ φ2(p(u− 1, v, t | H)− p(u, v, t | H)),

see Appendix E. Further, we assume a Gaussian
observation model for the state as

Yn | Xn ∼ N (yn | xn, σ2), (31)

1Note that we introduced the birth rate φ2 as given in units
of per second, i.e., [φ2] = s−1, which is somewhat non-standard,
compared to a reparameterized version φ′2 = φ2/ρ often used
in the literature (Anderson and Kurtz 2015), which is of units
per molecule second, i.e., [φ′2] = s−1 molec−1.

where we set the standard deviation to σ = 4 molec.
The state X(t) is observed at K = 50 time points
{tn}Kn=1, which are uniformly distributed in the
time interval [0, T ], with T = 10 s. The resulting la-
tent ground-truth trajectories and the observations
are depicted in Fig. 3. For the numerical simulation
of the diffusion process V (t), we use throughout
this paper, if not stated otherwise, a stochastic
Runge-Kutta method (Rößler 2010), where we set
the integration step to 10−2 s, utilizing torchsde2
(Li et al. 2020) within the PyTorch framework
(Paszke et al. 2019). For the Markov jump pro-
cess (MJP) U(t), we utilize the Doob-Gillespie
algorithm (Doob 1945), see, e.g., Wilkinson (2006).

2https://github.com/google-research/torchsde

https://github.com/google-research/torchsde
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Figure 3: Illustration of the ground-truth real-
ization. The trajectories correspond to a static
partitioning into slow and fast reaction channels.
Upper Left Panel: Realization of the reaction
counter U , modeled as a CTMC, which corresponds
to the dynamics of the reaction counter of the slow
reaction R2 given in Eq. (29). Upper Right Panel:
Realization of the reaction counter V , modeled us-
ing a diffusion approximation, which corresponds
to the dynamics of the reaction counter of the fast
reaction R1 given in Eq. (28). Lower Panel: The
corresponding realization of the state X as given
in Eq. (27) and the discrete-time observations Y1:K

as in Eq. (31) depicted as crosses.

Posterior Inference
We sample from the posterior

X[0,T ],Φ | Y1:K ∼ P(dx[0,T ],dφ | y1:K),

by using the proposed blocked Gibbs particle
smoother, as in Algorithm 1. We perform 1300
iterations, where we discard the first 300 sam-
ples to adjust for burn-in of the sampler, yielding
L = 1000 posterior samples. In each step of the
sampler, we run the SIR particle smoothing step
with M = 5000 particles. To adjust for particle
degeneracy, we use systematic resampling inside
the particle filtering step and use a minimum

effective particle ratio of α = 0.5 for the resam-
pling threshold, for details see Appendix D.1. We
choose an independent prior distribution for the
rate parameters {Φi}2i=1, which is parameterized
as

p(φ1, φ2) =

2∏
i=1

Gam(φi | a, b).

We choose a vague prior distribution by specifying
a small shape and rate hyper-parameter, i.e., we
use a = 10−6 and b = 10−6 s, respectively. This
yields a vague scale prior that is approximately a
flat improper prior distribution, as the gamma dis-
tribution with small shape and rate parameters is
roughly the reciprocal distribution (or log-uniform
distribution) on the positive reals, i.e.,

2∏
i=1

Gam(φi | 10−6, 10−6)

≈
2∏
i=1

LogUniform(φi)∝(φ1φ2)−1.

Therefore, we have a sensible prior that is an im-
proper uniform prior on the real numbers in the
log-domain, i.e.,

p(log φi) ≈ Uniform(log φi) ∝ 1 i = 1, 2.

For sampling from the unnormalized full-
conditionals of the parameters in Eqs. (23)
and (25), we use the No-U-Turn Sampler (NUTS)
of Hoffman et al. (2014), by implementing our sys-
tem in the probabilistic programming language
Pyro (Bingham et al. 2019). The hyper-parameters
are set to the default values in Pyro. In each
Gibbs step over the parameters, we perform 100
warmup steps within NUTS for burn-in. In the
model for the unnormalized full-conditional of the
fast reaction, see Eq. (25), we compute the repa-
rameterization in Eq. (19) using the step-size of
10−2 s, that is consistent to the particle simulation
step size of the stochastic Runge-Kutta integrator.
Subsequently, using the Euler-Maruyama method
with the same step size, we integrate the resulting
reparameterization in Eq. (24).

4.1 Results
The results for the inference of the partially ob-
served multi-scale birth death reaction network
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using the posterior samples {X(m)
[0,T ],Φ

(m)}Lm=1 are
depicted in Figs. 4 to 6.

In Fig. 4, we show the ground-truth latent state
trajectory, together with the observations. The
posterior distribution is summarized in the graphic
by the posterior mean estimate

X̂(t) = E[X(t) | Y1:K ] ≈ 1

L

L∑
m=1

X(m)(t)

and the time-point-wise posterior state marginals

p(x, t | y1:K) ≈ 1

L

L∑
m=1

δ(X(m)(t)− x).

We visualize these in Fig. 4 by the 5%\95%− and
25%\75%−quantile regions and by a kernel density
approximation p̂(x, t) ≈ p(x, t | y1:K), i.e.,

p̂(x, t) =
1

L

L∑
m=1

K(X(m)(t)− x),

using a scaled Gaussian kernel K(x) = N (x | 0, h2),
with bandwidth h.

In both plots, we observe that the state poste-
rior tracks the ground truth, while the posterior
uncertainty increases between observation time
points. Note that due to the observation variance
σ2, the posterior variance never shrinks exactly to
zero.

In Fig. 5, we visualize the results for the
parameter estimation by the marginal posterior.

p(φ1, φ2 | y1:K) ≈ 1

L

L∑
m=1

δ(Φ
(m)
1 −φ1)δ(Φ

(m)
2 −φ2).

We show the ground-truth parameters together
with the posterior samples {Φ(m)}Lm=1. The
marginal parameter posterior is visualized by a ker-
nel density estimate p̂(φ1, φ2) ≈ p(φ1, φ2 | y1:K),
i.e.,

p̂(φ1, φ2) = p̂(φ) =
1

L

L∑
m=1

K(Φ(m) − φ).

Additionally, we show high-density regions for
both the prior p(φ1, φ2) and marginal parameter
posterior distribution p(φ1, φ2 | y1:K), depicted

using the isolines of the 5%−, 25%− 75%− and
95%−quantiles.

We see that the posterior concentrates around
the ground-truth value. Consequently, the isolines
are shifting from the prior to the posterior density.
However, the parameters cannot be identified due
to the limited number of observations K and the
observation variance σ2. As such, the parameter
posterior samples lie on an ellipse, visualized by
the kernel density estimate. This is a known effect
in the context of parameter inference in chemical
reaction networks, see, e.g., Wilkinson (2006).

Finally, Fig. 6 shows the observations Y1:K and
the posterior predictive distribution

p(y∗, t | y1:K) =

∫
p(y∗ | x) p(x, t | y1:K) dx

= E[p(y∗ | X(t)) | Y1:K ]

≈ 1

L

L∑
m=1

p(y∗ | X(m)(t))

=
1

L

L∑
m=1

N (y∗ | X(m)(t), σ2).

From Fig. 6 we assert that the posterior
predictive distribution

Y ∗(t) | Y1:K ∼ p(y∗, t | y1:K)

over hypothetical observations Y ∗(t) can explain
the given observations Y1:K .

Additionally, to the presented setting, we pro-
vide a comparison for different number of observa-
tions K and different observation noise parameters
σ in Tables 1 to 3.

In Table 1, we give the means of the posterior
samples {Φ(m)}Lm=1 together with the posterior
standard deviations for the ground-truth setting
with parameters (φ1, φ2) = (2, 4)> in terms of the
different number of observations K and the differ-
ent observation noise standard deviation σ. The
results show that the performance of the algorithm
increases proportionally with the increase of the
number of observations K and the decrease of the
observation noise standard deviation σ. For fixed
values of σ, the increase in the number of observa-
tions K gives better results. It must also be noted
that for a fixed number of observations K, the
increase in the observation noise standard devia-
tion σ leads to wider ranges for the posterior mean
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Figure 4: Posterior state inference for the multi-
scale birth-death process. The plots visualize
the ground truth state trajectory, the observa-
tions (white crosses), the posterior mean, and the
marginal state posterior p(x, t | y1:K). The figure
background color indicates a kernel density es-
timate for the marginal state posterior and the
5%\95% (solid line) and 25%\75% (dashed line)
posterior quantiles.

that brings along uncertainty. However, for very
large noise and a low number of observations, the
parameters get more and more unidentifiable.

In Table 2, we compare the mean of the effec-
tive number of particles M̄EPS and the mean of
the unique number of particles M̄unique after re-
sampling with M = 5000 particles for different
number of observations K and for different obser-
vation noise standard deviations σ. The outcomes
validate that enough particles always survive af-
ter resampling. It is visible that M̄EPS decreases
with the increase of the observation noise standard
deviation σ and the increase in the number of obser-
vation K. This is caused by the increase in variance
of the system dynamics. Another result that can
be seen from the table is that for a fixed number of
observations K, the mean of the unique particles
M̄unique increase parallel with the increase in the
observation noise standard deviation σ. While for
a fixed observation noise standard deviation σ, the
mean of the unique particles M̄unique increase with
the number of observations K.

Finally, in Table 3, we compare the root mean

square error RMSE =
√

1
T

∫ T
0

(X̂(t)−X(t))2 dt of

Posterior samples Ground truth
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Figure 5: Parameter inference for the multi-scale
birth-death process, with only K = 50 observa-
tion points. The graphic shows the ground-truth
parameter and the marginal parameter posterior
p(φ1, φ2 | y1:K). The marginal parameter pos-
terior is visualized by the posterior parameter
samples, and a kernel density estimate is shown
in the background. The isolines visualize high-
density regions for the parameter prior distribution
p(φ1, φ2) ∝ (φ1φ2)−1 (dotted white line) and the
marginal parameter posterior (dashed white line).
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Figure 6: Posterior predictive distribution for the
multi-scale birth-death process. The background
shows the posterior predictive distribution p(y∗, t |
y1:K) obtained using the posterior samples of the
Gibbs sampling procedure. The lines indicate the
5%\95% (solid line) and 25%\75% (dashed line)
posterior quantiles. The given observations Y1:K

are shown as white crosses.
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Table 1 Posterior means and (±) standard deviations for the parameters (φ1, φ2) = (2, 4)>, depending
on the number of observations K and the observation noise standard deviation σ.

Posterior parameter mean ± standard deviation (s−1)

K = 100 K = 50 K = 10

σ = 1 molec (1.90, 4.44)± (0.10, 0.72) (1.70, 4.27)± (0.12, 0.77) (0.59, 1.39)± (0.13, 0.55)
σ = 2 molec (2.16, 4.02)± (0.30, 0.85) (2.78, 5.66)± (0.36, 1.13) (2.08, 3.72)± (0.50, 1.26)
σ = 4 molec (1.06, 2.77)± (0.11, 0.66) (1.55, 2.24)± (0.37, 0.78) (2.69, 5.78)± (0.84, 2.20)
σ = 8 molec (2.12, 3.93)± (0.52, 1.22) (1.63, 4.45)± (0.45, 1.52) (0.20, 0.05)± (0.06, 0.16)

Table 2 The Mean of the effective number of particles M̄EPS and the mean of the unique number of
particles M̄unique after resampling used for the particle filtering with M = 5000 particles, depending on
the number of observations K and the observation noise standard deviation σ.

K = 100 K = 50 K = 10

M̄EPS M̄unique M̄EPS M̄unique M̄EPS M̄unique

σ = 1 molec 4644 2138 4806 1662 4988 1542
σ = 2 molec 4389 2960 4704 2224 4934 1887
σ = 4 molec 4199 3612 4251 3494 4744 2524
σ = 8 molec 4057 4164 4072 3918 4087 4569

Table 3 Root mean square error RMSE =√
1
T

∫ T
0

(X̂(t)−X(t))2 dt of the posterior mean
state estimate X̂(t), depending on the number of
observations K and the observation noise standard
deviation σ.

RMSE (molec)

K = 100 K = 50 K = 10

σ = 1 molec 3.84 4.91 9.69
σ = 2 molec 3.77 4.59 5.87
σ = 4 molec 5.55 4.12 10.58
σ = 8 molec 5.47 6.62 9.06

the state estimate X̂(t) for different number of ob-
servations K and for different observation noise
standard deviations σ. It is discernible that for
fixed values of the observation noise standard devi-
ation σ, RMSE decreases with the increase in the
number of observation K. Also, the decrease in the
observation noise standard deviation σ for a fixed
number of observations K results in a decrease in
the RMSE. Note, that the presented RMSE value,
is only given for one experiment.

5 Conclusion
By exploiting a hybrid modeling approach to BRNs
we presented a coherent framework for fast and
tractable Bayesian inference for partially observed
reaction networks exhibiting a multi-scale behavior.
The proposed blocked Gibbs particle smooth-
ing algorithm overcomes the obstacles posed by
the derived intractable equations of exact pos-
terior inference. This is achieved by performing
separate blocked Gibbs steps for state and pa-
rameter inference in the BRNs modeled by a
jump-diffusion approximation. Efficient inference is
accomplished by utilizing a particle-based forward-
filtering backward-smoothing algorithm and an
MCMC-based sampler for state and parameter in-
ference, respectively. The presented numerical case
study exemplifies the algorithm by showing its ap-
plicability to an illustrative setup of a birth-death
process, which exhibits a multi-scale behavior.

As a possible future work, we think that
our algorithm can be the base for new inference
algorithms exploiting the jump-diffusion approxi-
mation for BRN models. For example, it is known
that a naive application of a particle-based poste-
rior approximation suffers as the state dimension
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increases. Therefore, in order take to make the pro-
posed algorithm more applicable in such settings,
a possible future work includes the improvement
of the state inference procedure, e.g., by finding an
improved proposal distribution for the underlying
particle approximation. Additionally, we think that
the ideas presented in this work might be of use in
other contexts for state and parameter inference,
where the underlying model exhibits a multi-scale
behavior, well beyond BRNs.
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Appendix A Notation
In this section, we present some basic notation
used throughout this paper.

All random variables and their realizations are
represented by upper-case symbols, e.g., Z, and
lower-case symbols, e.g., z, respectively.

We denote by ej and ēj the l-dimensional and
the (r − l)-dimensional unit vectors with 1 in the
jth component and 0 in all other components,
respectively.

Any sequence za:b, with a ∈ N, b ∈ N and a < b
represents the vector

za:b := (za, za+1, . . . , zb−1, zb)
>.

For a stochastic process Z, we write Z[a,b] repre-
senting the path

Z[a,b] := {Z(t) : t ∈ [a, b]}.

We denote by
Zi = Z(ti),

with i ∈ N a random variable Zi at an observa-
tion point ti of a stochastic process Z, with the
observation times t1 < t2 < t3 < . . . and we define
t0 := 0.

For the probability measure of a random
variable Z, we use the shorthand

P(dz) := P(Z ∈ dz)

that is for a set A we have P(Z ∈ A) =
∫
A P(dz).

For the probability mass function of a time-
dependent discrete-valued variable U(t) at time t
we write

p(u, t) := P(U(t) = u).

For the probability density function of a time-
dependent continuous-valued random variable V (t)
at time t, we use

p(v, t) := ∂v P(V (t) ≤ v).

where “≤” and “∂v” denote element-wise operation.
For the joint probability density function with a
discrete random variable U(t) and a continuous
random variable V (t) at time t, we use

p(u, v, t) := ∂v P(V (t) ≤ v, U(t) = u).

with p : Nl × R(A−l)
≥0 −→ R≥0. For the joint

distribution, we have

p(u, v, t) = p(v | u, t) p(u, t),

where the conditional density is given as

p(v | u, t) := ∂v P(V (t) ≤ v | U(t) = u).

For the conditional density at two different time
points, we use

p(u, v, t | u′, v′, t′) :=

∂v P(V (t) ≤ v, U(t) = u | V (t′) = v′, U(t′) = u′).

Appendix B Reaction
Network Model

B.1 Proof of Theorem 1
Proof Following Altıntan and Koeppl (2020) and
Pawula (1967), we write

∂t p(u, v, t | H)

=
∑
u′∈U

lim
h→0

1

h
[p(u, t+ h | u′, v, t,H)− δuu′ ]

· p(u′, v, t | H) +

∞∑
a1,a2,...,ar−l=1

r−l∏
i=1

(−1)ai ∂
ai

∂v
ai
i

ai!


· lim
h→0

1

h
E

[
r−l∏
i=1

{Vi(t+ h)− Vi(t)}ai
∣∣∣∣∣ U(t) = u,

V (t) ≤ v, U(t+ h) = u,H],
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with E[V (t) | u] =
∫
Rr−l≥0

v p(v | u, t,H) dv.

It is proven in Pawula (1967), that for
∑r−l
i=1 ai ≥ 3

we have

lim
h→0

1

h
E

[
r−l∏
i=1

{Vi(t+ h)− Vi(t)}ai
∣∣∣∣∣ U(t) = u,

V (t) ≤ v, U(t+ h) = u,H] = 0.

This result gives us

∂t p(u, v, t | H)

=
∑
u′∈U

lim
h→0

1

h
[p(u, t+ h | u′, v, t,H)− δuu′ ]

· p(u′, v, t | H)−
r−l∑
j=1

∂vj [Λj p(u, v, t | H)]

+
1

2

r−l∑
i,j=1

∂vi∂vj [Λij p(u, v, t | H)],

where

Λj = lim
h→0

1

h
E
[
(Vj(t+ h)− Vj(t))

∣∣ U(t) = u,

V (t) ≤ v, U(t+ h) = u,H]

Λij = lim
h→0

1

h
E
[
{Vi(t+ h)− Vi(t)}{Vj(t+ h)

−Vj(t)}
∣∣ U(t) = u, V (t) ≤ v, U(t+ h) = u,H

]
.

In the presented jump-diffusion approximation, fast
reactions always fire. This means that between two
successive firing times τ1 and τ2 of slow reactions, the
reaction counter of a fast reaction satisfies the following
diffusion process

V (t) = V (τ1) +
∑
j∈C

(∫ t

τ1

κj(U(s), V (s)) ds

)
ēj

+
∑
j∈C

Wj

(∫ t

τ1

κj(U(s), V (s)) ds

)
ēj .

(B1)

Based on these results, we obtain Λj , Λij as follows
(Gillespie 1980; Kampen 1982)

Λj =
∑
k∈C

ējkκk(u, v), Λij =
∑
k∈C

ēik ējkκk(u, v),

which in turn gives

∂t p(u, v, t | H)

=
∑
u′∈U

lim
h→0

1

h
[p(u, t+ h | u′, v, t,H)− δuu′ ]

· p(u′, v, t | H)−
∑
j∈C

∂vj (κj(u, v) p(u, v, t | H))

+
1

2

∑
j∈C

∂2
vj (κj(u, v) p(u, v, t | H)).

(B2)

Now, let us focus on the first summation on the right-
hand side of the Eq. (B2). Using δuu = 1, gives the
following equality∑

u′∈U
lim
h→0

1

h
[p(u, t+ h | u′, v, t,H)− δuu′ ]

=
∑
u6=u′
u′∈U

lim
h→0

1

h
[p(u, t+ h | u′, v, t,H)]

+ lim
h→0

1

h
[p(u, t+ h | u, v, t,H)− 1].

Further, by exploiting the complement rule we write

lim
h→0

1

h
[p(u, t+ h | u, v, t,H)− 1]

= lim
h→0

1

h
[−
∑
u6=u′
u′∈U

p(u′, t+ h | u, v, t,H)].

Then, we get∑
u′∈U

lim
h→0

1

h
[p(u, t+ h | u′, v, t,H)− δuu′ ]

=
∑
u6=u′
u′∈U

(
lim
h→0

1

h
[p(u, t+ h | u′, v, t,H)]

− lim
h→0

1

h
[p(u′, t+ h, | u, v, t,H)]

)
.

If U(t) = u, then one firing of reaction Ri, i ∈ D, will
jump to the state u′ = u+ ei which gives

lim
h→0

1

h
[p(u′, t+ h, | u, v, t,H)] = κi(u, v),

and similarly for u′ = u− ei

lim
h→0

1

h
[p(u, t+ h, | u′, v, t,H)] = κi(u− ei, v).

Substitution these results into Eq. (B2) give us

∂t p(u, v, t | H) = A p(u, v, t | H),

where A (·) = D(·) + C (·) defined as

D p(u, v, t | H) =
∑
i∈D

(κi(u− ei, v) p(u− ei, v, t | H)

−κi(u, v) p(u, v, t | H))

C p(u, v, t | H) = −
∑
j∈C

∂vj (κj(u, v) p(u, v, t | H))

+
1

2

∑
j∈C

∂2
vj (κj(u, v) p(u, v, t | H))

which completes the proof. �
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B.2 Computing the
Radon-Nikodym Derivative
D(u[0,T ])

Here, we present the derivation of the Radon-
Nikodym derivative

D(u[0,T ]) =
d PU |V,Φ

d Pζ
,

between the path measures PU |V,Φ and Pζ , of the
counting process U | V,Φ and the unit Poisson pro-
cess ζ, respectively. For this, we divide the interval
[0, T ] into sub-intervals [tk, tk+1], with tk = k∆t,
k = 0, 1, . . . , a. Next, we obtain a discrete-time
approximation for D(u[0,T ]) as

D∆t(u0:a) =
pU |V,Φ(u0:a)

pζ(u0:a)
,

for which taking the continuous-time limit yields
the thought after density expression, i.e.,

lim
∆t→0

D∆t(u0:a) = D(u[0,T ]).

In the following, we use the notation Zk = Z(tk)
with components Zk,i = Zi(tk), i = 1, 2, . . . , `,
and {Zj}aj=0 = {Z1, Z2, . . . , Za} for any process
Z. Finally, for the conditional probability of any
discrete process Z, we use the shorthand

P(Zk − Zk−1 = ∆z | zk−1)

:= P(Zk − Zk−1 = ∆z | {Vj = vj}kj=0,

Zk−1 = zk−1)

where ∆z is an l-dimensional vector.
Based on Anderson and Kurtz (2011), we ob-

tain the following results for the reaction counting
processes in a small time interval [t, t + ∆t). For
the process U , we have the following expressions

P(Uk − Uk−1 = ei | uk−1) ≈ κi(uk−1, vk−1)∆t

P(Uk − Uk−1 = 0 | uk−1)

≈ exp(−
∑
i∈D

κi(uk−1, vk−1)∆t).

Similarly, we obtain for the stochastic process ζ

P(ζk − ζk−1 = ei | uk−1) ≈ ∆t

P(ζk − ζk−1 = 0 | uk−1) ≈ exp(−
∑
i∈D

∆t).

This gives us the probability distribution for
{Uk}ak=0 over the grid as

pU |V,Φ(u0:a) = pU |V,Φ(u0, u1, . . . , ua | {vj}aj=0)

= pU |V,Φ(u0)

a∏
k=1

pU |V,Φ(uk | uk−1, {vj}aj=0)

≈ δu0,0

a∏
k=1

{
δuk−1,uk P(Uk − Uk−1 = 0 | uk−1)

+
∑
i∈D

δuk−1+ei,uk P(Uk − Uk−1 = ei | uk−1)

}

≈ δu0,0

a∏
k=1

{
δuk−1,uk exp(−

∑
i∈D

κi(uk−1, vk−1)

·∆t) +
∑
i∈D

δuk−1+ei,ukκi(uk−1, vk−1)∆t

}

where δui,uj is the Kronecker delta function and
u0 = 0. Similarly, we get the following equation for
the distribution of {ζk}ak=0 over the grid

pζ(u0:a) = pζ(u0, u1, . . . , ua | {vj}aj=0)

= pζ(u0)

a∏
k=1

pζ(uk | uk−1, {vj}aj=0)

≈ δu0,0

a∏
k=1

{
δuk−1,uk P(ζk − ζk−1 = 0 | uk−1)

+
∑
i∈D

δuk−1+ei,uk P(ζk − ζk−1 = ei | uk−1)

}

≈ δu0,0

a∏
k=1

{
δuk−1,uk exp(−

∑
i∈D

∆t)

+
∑
i∈D

δuk−1+ei,uk∆t

}
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Now, we obtain the following discrete-time approx-
imation for the Radon-Nikodym derivative

D∆t(u0:a) =
pU |V,Φ(u0:a)

pζ(u0:a)

≈

(
δu0,0

a∏
k=1

{
δuk−1,uk exp

(
−
∑
i∈D

κi(uk−1,

vk−1)∆t
)

+
∑
i∈D

δuk−1+ei,ukκi(uk−1, vk−1)∆t

})

·

(
δu0,0

a∏
k=1

{
δuk−1,uk exp

(
−
∑
i∈D

∆t

)

+
∑
i∈D

δuk−1+ei,uk∆t

})−1

By using the fact that if δuk−1,uk = 0, then
δuk−1+ei,uk = 1 or if δuk−1,uk = 1, then
δuk−1+ei,uk = 0, we write

D∆t(u0:a) =
pU |V,Φ(u0:a)

pζ(u0:a)

≈
a∏
k=1

{
δuk−1,uk

exp
(
−
∑

i∈D κi(uk−1, vk−1)∆t
)

exp(−
∑

i∈D∆t)

+
∑
i∈D

δuk−1+ei,uk

κi(uk−1, vk−1)∆t

∆t

}

≈
a∏
k=1

{
δuk−1,uk exp(

∑
i∈D

[1− κi(uk−1, vk−1)]∆t)

+
∑
i∈D

δuk−1+ei,ukκi(uk−1, vk−1)

}

≈
a∏
k=1

{
exp(

∑
i∈D

[1− κi(uk−1, vk−1)]∆t)δuk−1,uk

∏
i∈D

κi(uk−1, vk−1)δuk−1+ei,uk

}

≈ exp

(
a∑
k=1

δuk−1,uk

∑
i∈D

[1− κi(uk−1, vk−1)]∆t

)

·
a∏
k=1

∏
i∈D

κi(uk−1, vk−1)δuk−1+ei,uk .

By taking the continuous-time limit we obtain a
Riemann integral as

exp

(
a∑
k=1

δuk−1,uk

∑
i∈D

[1− κi(uk−1, vk−1)]∆t

)
∆t→0−→ exp

(∫ T

0

∑
i∈D

[1− κi(u(s), v(s))] ds

)
.

Note that ui(T )‖1 represent the firing number of
the ith slow reaction in the time interval [0, T ],
therefore, we write

a∏
k=1

∏
i∈D

κi(uk−1, vk−1)δuk−1+ei,uk

∆t→0−→
∏
i∈D

ui(T )∏
j=1

κi(u(τ−i,j), v(τ−i,j)),

where τ−i,j represents the time right before τi,j ,
which is the jth firing time of the ith slow reaction
Ri, i ∈ D. Hence, for the jth firing time τi,j of
reaction i we have

u(τi,j)− u(τ−i,j) = ei, v(τi,j) = v(τ−i,j).

Finally, we get

D(u[0,T ]) =
d PU |V,Φ

d Pζ
(u[0,T ])

= exp

(∫ T

0

∑
i∈D

[1− κi(u(s), v(s))] ds

)

·
∏
i∈D

ui(T )∏
j=1

κi(u(τ−i,j), v(τ−i,j)).

Appendix C Posterior
Inference

C.1 Calculation of the Filtering
Distribution

We define the filtering distribution as

π(u, v, t) := p(u, v, t | φ, y1:n),
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with the density

p(u, v, t | φ, y1:n) := ∂v1
∂v2

. . . ∂vr−l P(V (t) ≤ v,
U(t) = u | Φ = φ, Y1:n = y1:n),

where n = max{n′ ∈ N | tn′ ≤ t}. Computation of
the filtering distribution can be divided into two
steps which are the prediction step and the update
step. The prediction step considers the filtering
distribution between the observation time points
and the update step at the observation time points.

C.1.1 The Filtering Distribution
Between Observation Points

In this section, we aim to obtain the filtering distri-
bution in the time interval [t, t+h], h > 0, without
any observation. We have

π(u, v, t+ h)

= p(u, v, t+ h | φ, y1:n)

=
∑
u′∈U

∫
p(u, v, t+ h, u′, v′, t | φ, y1:n) dv′

=
∑
u′∈U

∫
p(u, v, t+ h | u′, v′, t, φ, y1:n)

· p(u′, v′, t | φ, y1:n) dv′.

Since we do not have any observations in the
interval under consideration, we write

π(u, v, t+ h) =
∑
u′∈U

∫
p(u, v, t+ h | u′, v′, t, φ)

π(u′, v′, t) dv′.
(C3)

This is the Chapman-Kolmogorov equation, see,
e.g., Köhs et al. (2021), for the probability distribu-
tion p(u, v, t+ h | u′, v′, t, φ). This means that the
filtering distribution π(u, v, t) between observation
points satisfies the HME

∂tπ(u, v, t) = A π(u, v, t).

Note that we can specify t and h in Eq. (C3)
such that we obtain the prediction step

lim
t↗tn

π(u, v, t) := π(u, v, t−n )

= p(u, v, tn | φ, y1:n−1)

=
∑
u′∈U

∫
V

p(u, v, tn | u′, v′, tn−1)

· π(u′, v′, tn−1) dv′.

(C4)

C.1.2 The Filtering Distribution at
Observation Points

In this section, without loss of generality, we com-
pute the filtering distribution at an observation
time point tn as

π(u, v, tn)

=
p(u, v, tn, φ, y1:n)

p(φ, y1:n)

=
p(yn | u, v, tn, φ, y1:n−1) p(u, v, tn, φ, y1:n−1)

p(yn | φ, y1:n−1) p(φ, y1:n−1)

= Z−1
n p(yn | u, v)π(u, v, t−n ),

(C5)
where π(u, v, t−n ) = p(u, v, tn | φ, y1:n−1) is the
filtering distribution at time tn before observation
yn is added and

Zn = p(yn | φ, y1:n−1)

=
∑
u∈U

∫
p(yn | u, v)π(u, v, t−n ) dv.

Note that, Eq. (C5) is known as the update step
of the filtering distribution.

C.2 Calculation of the Backward
Distribution

We define the backward distribution as

β(u, v, t) := p(yn+1:K | u, v, t, φ),

with probability measure

p(yn+1:K | u, v, t, φ) dyn+1:K

= P(Yn+1:K ∈ dyn+1:K | U(t) = u,

V (t) ≤ v,Φ = φ),

where n = max{n′ ∈ N | tn′ ≤ t}. The calculation
of the backward distribution can be split into two
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cases (i) between observation time points and (ii) at
observation time points.

C.2.1 The Backward Distribution
Between Observation Points

In this section, we compute the backward distribu-
tion in the time interval [t− h, t] in which there is
no observation

β(u, v, t− h)

= p(yn+1:K | u, v, t− h, φ)

=
∑
u′∈U

∫
p(yn+1:K | u′, v′, t, u, v, t− h, φ)

· p(u′, v′, t | u, v, t− h, φ) dv′.

Since the observations Yn+1:K given U(t) and V (t)
are conditionally independent of U(t−h) and V (t−
h), i.e.,

p(yn+1:K | u′, v′, t, u, v, t− h, φ)

= p(yn+1:K | u′, v′, t, φ)

we write

β(u, v, t− h)

=
∑
u′∈U

∫
β(u′, v′, t) p(u′, v′, t | u, v, t− h, φ) dv′.

This is the backward Chapman-Kolmogorov
equation, see, e.g., Köhs et al. (2021), for the prob-
ability distribution p(yn+1:K | u, v, t, φ). Therefore,
the backward distribution satisfies

∂tβ(u, v, t) = −A †β(u, v, t),

where the operator A †(·) = D†(·) + C †(·) is given
by

D†β(u, v, t) =
∑
i∈D

κi(u, v)(β(u+ ei, v, t)

− β(u, v, t))

C †β(u, v, t) =
∑
j∈C

κj(u, v)∂vjβ(u, v, t)

+
1

2

∑
j∈C

κj(u, v)∂2
vjβ(u, v, t).

C.2.2 The Backward Distribution at
Observation Points

In this section, we calculate the backward distribu-
tion β(u, v, t−n+1) right before a observation point
tn+1 as follows

β(u, v, tn+1 − h)

= p(yn+1:K | u, v, tn+1 − h, φ, y1:n)

=
p(yn+1:K , u, v, tn+1 − h, φ, y1:n)

p(u, v, tn+1 − h, φ, y1:n)

=
p(yn+1, yn+2:K , u, v, tn+1 − h, φ, y1:n)

p(u, v, tn+1 − h, φ, y1:n)

= p(yn+1 | yn+2:K , u, v, tn+1 − h, φ, y1:n)

· p(yn+2:K , u, v, tn+1 − h, φ, y1:n)

p(u, v, tn+1 − h, φ, y1:n)

= p(yn+1 | yn+2:K , u, v, tn+1 − h, φ, y1:n)

· p(yn+2:K | u, v, tn+1 − h, φ, y1:n)

Letting h→ 0, we get

β(u, v, t−n+1)

= lim
h→0

β(u, v, tn+1 − h)

= β(u, v, tn+1) p(yn+1 | u, v, tn+1, φ).

C.3 Calculation of the Smoothing
Distribution

Assume we have all observations y1:K and we
want to obtain the smoothing density π̃(u, v, t) :=
p(u, v, t | φ, y1:K), that can be expressed as

π̃(u, v, t)

=
p(u, v, t, y1:n, yn+1:K , φ)

p(y1:n, yn+1:K , φ)

=
p(yn+1:K | u, v, t, φ, y1:n)

p(yn+1:K | φ, y1:n)
p(u, v, t | φ, y1:n)

=
p(yn+1:K | u, v, t, φ)

p(yn+1:K | φ, y1:n)
p(u, v, t | φ, y1:n)

= Z̃−1
n β(u, v, t)π(u, v, t).

Note that the normalization constant

Z̃n := p(yn+1:K | φ, y1:n)

=
∑
u∈U

∫
β(u, v, t)π(u, v, t) dv,
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is almost surely constant (Pardoux 1981). Next,
we obtain the time derivative of the smoothing
distribution. We write

∂tπ̃(u, v, t)

= Z̃−1
n ∂tπ(u, v, t)β(u, v, t)

+ Z̃−1
n π(u, v, t)∂tβ(u, v, t)

= Z̃−1
n

[∑
i∈D

(κi(u− ei, v)π(u− ei, v, t)

−κi(u, v)π(u, v, t))β(u, v, t)]

− Z̃−1
n

∑
j∈C

∂vj (κj(u, v)π(u, v, t))β(u, v, t)

+ Z̃−1
n

1

2

∑
j∈C

∂2
vj (κj(u, v)π(u, v, t))β(u, v, t)

+ Z̃−1
n

∑
i∈D

[κi(u, v) (β(u, v, t)

−β(u+ ei, v, t))π(u, v, t)]

− Z̃−1
n

∑
j∈C

κj(u, v)∂vj (β(u, v, t))π(u, v, t)

− Z̃−1
n

1

2

∑
j∈C

κj(u, v)∂2
vj (β(u, v, t))π(u, v, t)

= Z̃−1
n

∑
i∈D

κi(u− ei, v)π(u− ei, v, t)β(u, v, t)

− Z̃−1
n

∑
j∈C

∂vj (κj(u, v)π(u, v, t))β(u, v, t)

+ Z̃−1
n

1

2

∑
j∈C

∂2
vj (κj(u, v)π(u, v, t))β(u, v, t)

− Z̃−1
n

∑
i∈D

κi(u, v)β(u+ ei, v, t)π(u, v, t)

− Z̃−1
n

∑
j∈C

κj(u, v)∂vj (β(u, v, t))π(u, v, t)

− Z̃−1
n

1

2

∑
j∈C

κj(u, v)∂2
vj (β(u, v, t))π(u, v, t).

By using

Z̃−1
n π(u, v, t) =

π̃(u, v, t)

β(u, v, t)

we obtain

∂tπ̃(u, v, t)

= Z̃−1
n

∑
i∈D

κi(u− ei, v)π(u− ei, v, t)β(u, v, t)

− Z̃−1
n

∑
j∈C

∂vj (κj(u, v)π(u, v, t))β(u, v, t)

+ Z̃−1
n

1

2

∑
j∈C

∂2
vj (κj(u, v)π(u, v, t))β(u, v, t)

−
∑
i∈D

κi(u, v)
β(u+ ei, v, t)

β(u, v, t)
π̃(u, v, t)

−
∑
j∈C

κj(u, v)∂vj (β(u, v, t))
π̃(u, v, t)

β(u, v, t)

− 1

2

∑
j∈C

κj(u, v)∂2
vj (β(u, v, t))

π̃(u, v, t)

β(u, v, t)

=
∑
i∈D

κi(u− ei, v)π̃(u− ei, v, t)
β(u, v, t)

β(u− ei, v, t)
.

−
∑
i∈D

κi(u, v)π̃(u, v, t)
β(u+ ei, v, t)

β(u, v, t)

−
∑
j∈C

∂vj (κj(u, v)
π̃(u, v, t)

β(u, v, t)
)β(u, v, t)

+
1

2

∑
j∈C

∂2
vj (κj(u, v)

π̃(u, v, t)

β(u, v, t)
)β(u, v, t)

−
∑
j∈C

κj(u, v)∂vj (β(u, v, t))
π̃(u, v, t)

β(u, v, t)

− 1

2

∑
j∈C

κj(u, v)∂2
vj (β(u, v, t))

π̃(u, v, t)

β(u, v, t)
.

Now, we expand the derivatives as follows

∂vj

(
κj(u, v)

π̃(u, v, t)

β(u, v, t)

)
= β−1(u, v, t)∂vj (κj(u, v))π̃(u, v, t)

+ β−1(u, v, t)κj(u, v)∂vj (π̃(u, v, t))

− β−2(u, v, t)κj(u, v)π̃(u, v, t)∂vj (β(u, v, t))

∂2
vj

(
κj(u, v)

π̃(u, v, t)

β(u, v, t)

)
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= ∂vj (∂vj (κj(u, v)
π̃(u, v, t)

β(u, v, t)
))

= ∂vj
[
∂vj (κj(u, v))π̃(u, v, t)β−1(u, v, t)

]
+ ∂vj

[
∂vj (π̃(u, v, t))κj(u, v)β−1(u, v, t)

]
− ∂vj

[
∂vj (β(u, v, t))κj(u, v)π̃(u, v, t)β−2(u, v, t)

]
= ∂2

vj (κj(u, v))
π̃(u, v, t)

β(u, v, t)

+ ∂vj (π̃(u, v, t))∂vj (κj(u, v))β−1(u, v, t)

+ ∂2
vj (π̃(u, v, t))κj(u, v)β−1(u, v, t)

+ ∂vj (π̃(u, v, t))∂vj (κj(u, v))β−1(u, v, t)

− β−2(u, v, t)

·
[
∂vj (β(u, v, t))∂vj (π̃(u, v, t))κj(u, v)

+ ∂vj (β(u, v, t))∂vj (κj(u, v))π̃(u, v, t)

+ ∂2
vj (β(u, v, t))κj(u, v)π̃(u, v, t)

+ ∂vj (β(u, v, t))∂vj (κj(u, v))π̃(u, v, t)

+ ∂vj (β(u, v, t))κj(u, v)∂vj (π̃(u, v, t))
]

+ 2β−3(u, v, t)
(
∂vj (β(u, v, t))∂vj (β(u, v, t))

κj(u, v)π̃(u, v, t)) .

Then, we get

∂t(π̃(u, v, t))

=
∑
i∈D

κi(u− ei, v)π̃(u− ei, v, t)
β(u, v, t)

β(u− ei, v, t)

−
∑
i∈D

κi(u, v)π̃(u, v, t)
β(u+ ei, v, t)

β(u, v, t)

−
∑
j∈C

∂vj (κj(u, v))π̃(u, v, t) + κj(u, v)

· ∂vj (π̃(u, v, t))

+
∑
j∈C

κj(u, v)π̃(u, v, t)∂vj (β(u, v, t))

· β−1(u, v, t)

+
1

2

∑
j∈C

[
∂2
vj (κj(u, v))π̃(u, v, t)

+ ∂vj (π̃(u, v, t))∂vj (κj(u, v)) + ∂2
vj (π̃(u, v, t))

· κj(u, v)

+ ∂vj (π̃(u, v, t))∂vj (κj(u, v))
]

− β−1(u, v, t)

2

∑
j∈C

[
∂vj (β(u, v, t))

· ∂vj (π̃(u, v, t))κj(u, v)

+ ∂vj (β(u, v, t))∂vj (κj(u, v))π̃(u, v, t)

+ ∂2
vj (β(u, v, t))κj(u, v)π̃(u, v, t)

+ ∂vj (β(u, v, t))∂vj (κj(u, v))π̃(u, v, t)

+ ∂vj (β(u, v, t))κj(u, v)∂vj (π̃(u, v, t))
]

+ β−2(u, v, t)
∑
j∈C

[
∂vj (β(u, v, t))∂vj (β(u, v, t))

κj(u, v)π̃(u, v, t)]

−
∑
j∈C

κj(u, v)∂vj (β(u, v, t))
π̃(u, v, t)

β(u, v, t)

− 1

2

∑
j∈C

κj(u, v)∂2
vj (β(u, v, t))

π̃(u, v, t)

β(u, v, t)

= −
∑
j∈C

∂vj (κj(u, v)π̃(u, v, t))

+
∑
j∈C

∂2
vj (κj(u, v)π̃(u, v, t))

− β−1(u, v, t)

2

∑
j∈C

[
2∂vj (β(u, v, t))

· ∂vj (π̃(u, v, t))κj(u, v)

+ 2∂vj (β(u, v, t))∂vj (κj(u, v))π̃(u, v, t)

+ 2∂2
vj (β(u, v, t))κj(u, v)π̃(u, v, t)

]
+ β−2(u, v, t)

∑
j∈C

∂2
vj (β(u, v, t))π̃(u, v, t)κj(u, v)

+
∑
i∈D

κi(u− ei, v)π̃(u− ei, v, t)
β(u, v, t)

β(u− ei, v, t)

−
∑
i∈D

κi(u, v)π̃(u, v, t)
β(u+ ei, v, t)

β(u, v, t)
.

By using the product rule, we write

∂vj (
∂vj (β(u, v, t))π̃(u, v, t)κj(u, v)

β(u, v, t)
)

=
(
∂2
vj (β(u, v, t))π̃(u, v, t)κj(u, v)

+ ∂vj (β(u, v, t))∂vj (π̃(u, v, t))κj(u, v)

+ ∂vj (β(u, v, t))∂vj (κj(u, v))π̃(u, v, t)
)

· β−1(u, v, t)

− (∂vj (β(u, v, t)))2π̃(u, v, t)κj(u, v)β−2(u, v, t).
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This gives us

∂t(π̃(u, v, t))

= −
∑
j∈C

∂vj (κj(u, v)π̃(u, v, t))

+
∑
j∈C

∂2
vj (κj(u, v)π̃(u, v, t))

−
∑
j∈C

∂vj (
∂vj (β(u, v, t))π̃(u, v, t)κj(u, v)

β(u, v, t)
)

+
∑
i∈D

κi(u− ei, v)π̃(u− ei, v, t)
β(u, v, t)

β(u− ei, v, t)

−
∑
i∈D

κi(u, v)π̃(u, v, t)
β(u+ ei, v, t)

β(u, v, t)

= −
∑
j∈C

∂vj (κj(u, v)π̃(u, v, t)

+
∂vj (β(u, v, t))π̃(u, v, t)κj(u, v)

β(u, v, t)

)
+
∑
j∈C

∂2
vj (κj(u, v)π̃(u, v, t))

+
∑
i∈D

κi(u− ei, v)π̃(u− ei, v, t)
β(u, v, t)

β(u− ei, v, t)

−
∑
i∈D

κi(u, v)π̃(u, v, t)
β(u+ ei, v, t)

β(u, v, t)

= −
∑
j∈C

∂vj
(
{κj(u, v) + ∂vj log(β(u, v, t))

·κj(u, v)}π̃(u, v, t))

+
∑
j∈C

∂2
vj (κj(u, v)π̃(u, v, t))

+
∑
i∈D

κi(u− ei, v)π̃(u− ei, v, t)
β(u, v, t)

β(u− ei, v, t)

−
∑
i∈D

κi(u, v)π̃(u, v, t)
β(u+ ei, v, t)

β(u, v, t)
.

Appendix D State Inference

D.1 Forward-Filtering and the
Bootstrap Filter

Consider that we want to sample from the following
posterior distribution

U[0,tn], V[0,tn] | Y1:n,Φ

∼ P(du[0,tn],dv[0,tn] | y1:n, φ).
(D6)

By exploiting the model structure from Section 2
this posterior distribution can be expressed as

P(du[0,tn],dv[0,tn] | y1:n, φ)

∝ p(yn | u[0,tn], v[0,tn], yn−1)

· P(du[0,tn],dv[0,tn] | y1:n−1, φ)

= p(yn | un, vn)

· P(du[tn−1,tn],dv[tn−1,tn] | un−1, vn−1, φ)

· P(du[0,tn−1],dv[0,tn−1] | y1:n−1, φ).

Next, we want to sample from this distribution us-
ing importance sampling. By using a proposal dis-
tribution Q(du[0,tn],dv[0,tn] | y1:n, φ) we produce
M particles

U
(i)
[0,tn], V

(i)
[0,tn] | Y1:n,Φ

∼ Q(du
(i)
[0,tn],dv

(i)
[0,tn] | y1:n, φ),

with i = 1, 2, . . . ,M.

The corresponding weight Γ
(i)
n of the ith parti-

cle is then given by

Γ(i)
n ∝ p(yn | u(i)

n , v(i)
n )

P(du
(i)
[tn−1,tn],dv

(i)
[tn−1,tn] | u

(i)
n−1, v

(i)
n−1, φ)

Q(du
(i)
[0,tn],dv

(i)
[0,tn] | y1:n, φ)

· P(du
(i)
[0,tn−1],dv

(i)
[0,tn−1] | y1:n−1, φ)

(D7)
For a proposal factorizing as

Q(du
(i)
[0,tn],dv

(i)
[0,tn] | y1:n, φ)

= Q(du
(i)
[tn−1,tn],dv

(i)
[tn−1,tn] | u

(i)
n−1, v

(i)
n−1, y1:n, φ)

·Q(du
(i)
[0,tn−1],dv

(i)
[0,tn−1] | y1:n−1, φ),
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Eq. (D7) can be written recursively as

Γ(i)
n ∝ p(yn | u(i)

n , v(i)
n )

·
P(du

(i)
[tn−1,tn],dv

(i)
[tn−1,tn] | u

(i)
n−1, v

(i)
n−1, φ)

Q(du
(i)
[tn−1,tn],dv

(i)
[tn−1,tn] | u

(i)
n−1, v

(i)
n−1, y1:n, φ)

· Γ(i)
n−1

If we now choose the proposal distribution to
be the dynamics of the prior evolution, i.e.,

Q(du
(i)
[tn−1,tn],dv

(i)
[tn−1,tn] | u

(i)
n−1, v

(i)
n−1, y1:n, φ)

= P(du
(i)
[tn−1,tn],dv

(i)
[tn−1,tn] | u

(i)
n−1, v

(i)
n−1, φ),

we end up with the bootstrap filter (Doucet et al.
2001; Gordon et al. 1993), for which the weights
can be easily computed as

Γ(i)
n ∝ p(yn | u(i)

n , v(i)
n )Γ

(i)
n−1.

Given this particle description, the filtering
distribution at time point tn is hence approximated
as

p(u, v, tn | y1:n) ≈
M∑
i=1

Γ(i)
n δ(U (i)

n − u)δ(V (i)
n − v).

The bootstrap filter computes the weights recur-
sively, by sampling from the particle distribution.
It uses the prior distribution as the proposal
distribution and it replaces particles having low-
importance weights with other particles having
high-importance weights. This method is practical,
as it can be easily implemented for many complex
systems. The method is based on three steps which
are initialization, importance resampling, and se-
lection. In the rest of this section, we explain the
details of these steps.

First Step: Initialization.

In the presented model, at iteration step n = 0,
the process (U, V ) starts at t = t0 = 0, with the
particles U (i)

0 = V
(i)
0 = 0, and equal weights Γ

(i)
0 =

M−1, for all particles i = 1, 2, . . . ,M . This yields a
particle-based version of the initial condition using

the empirical measure as

p(u, v, t0) =

M∑
i=1

Γ
(i)
0 δ(U

(i)
0 − u)δ(V

(i)
0 − v),

with particles {(U (i)
0 , V

(i)
0 )}i=1,...,M and weights

Γ0 = (Γ
(1)
0 ,Γ

(2)
0 , . . . ,Γ

(M)
0 )T .

Next, for the iteration steps n = 1, 2, . . . ,K
we perform the importance sampling step and the
selection step.

Second Step: Importance Sampling.

For all particles i = 1, 2, . . . ,M , we sample from
the prior dynamics, i.e.,

(U
(i)
[tn−1,tn], V

(i)
[tn−1,tn])

∼ P(du
(i)
[tn−1,tn],dv

(i)
[tn−1,tn] | u

(i)
n−1, v

(i)
n−1, φ)

Using this set of particles an approximation to
the distribution p(u, v, tn | y1:n−1, φ) can be build
as

p(u, v, tn | y1:n−1, φ)

≈
M∑
i=1

1

M
δ(U (i)

n − u)δ(V (i)
n − v),

similar to the prediction step in Eq. (C4).
Next, we compute the to unity normalized

weights Γn = (Γ
(1)
n ,Γ

(2)
n , . . . ,Γ

(M)
n ) as

Γ(i)
n ∝ p(yn | u(i)

n , v(i)
n ).

These weights give an approximation for the
posterior distribution p(u, v, tn | y1:n, φ) as

p(u, v, tn | y1:n) ≈
M∑
i=1

Γ(i)
n δ(U (i)

n − u)δ(V (i)
n − v),

similar to the update step in Eq. (C5).

Third Step: Selection.

To avoid degeneracy which can be seen very often
in filtering algorithms, we compute the effective
sample size

ESS =

(
M∑
i=1

(Γ(i)
n )2

)−1

. (D8)
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If ESS ≤ αM where 0 < α ≤ 1 is a user-defined
constant specifying the minimum effective parti-
cle ratio, see, e.g., Mihaylova et al. (2014), Doucet
and Johansen (2011), Liu (2008), and Speeken-
brink (2016), we resample the filtered particles
{U (i)

[tn−1,tn], V
(i)
[tn−1,tn]}

M
i=1. In this resampling phase,

based on an appropriate resampling algorithm,
we replicate the particles with a high weight Γ

(i)
n ,

while particles with lower weights are eliminated.
This gives a particle-based approximation for the
posterior distribution p(u, v, tn | y1:n, φ), with
equal weights Γ

(i)
n = M−1. There are three widely

used resampling algorithms, which are systematic
resampling, residual resampling, and multinomial
resampling. In this work, we use systematic resam-
pling.

As a summary of the forward-filtering step, we
update the given particles recursively in the for-
ward direction by using the system equation. Then,
we resample the particles using weights propor-
tional to the observation likelihood to generate
filtered particles. In the following section, we ex-
plain the details of how to obtain the smoothed
particles by using the filtered particles in this step.

D.2 Backward Smoothing
Next, consider that we want to generate samples
from the posterior distribution

U[0,T ], V[0,T ] | Y1:K ,Φ

∼ P(du[0,T ],dv[0,T ] | y1:K , φ)

by using the particle trajectories {U (i)
[0,T ], V

(i)
[0,T ]}

M
i=1

obtained from the bootstrap filter. The particles
are importance samples distributed according to
the posterior path measures in Eq. (D6). The
weights of the particles at the last time step can

be hence calculated similarly to Eq. (D7) as

Γ̃(i) ∝ P(du
(i)
[tK ,T ],dv

(i)
[tK ,T ] | u

(i)
K , v

(i)
K , φ)

· p(yK | u(i)
K , v

(i)
K )

·
P(du

(i)
[tK−1,tK ],dv

(i)
[tK−1,tK ] | u

(i)
K−1, v

(i)
K−1, φ)

Q(du
(i)
[0,T ],dv

(i)
[0,T ] | y1:K , φ)

· P(du
(i)
[0,tK−1],dv

(i)
[0,tK−1] | y1:K−1, φ)

=
P(du

(i)
[tK ,T ],dv

(i)
[tK ,T ] | u

(i)
K , v

(i)
K , φ)

Q(du
(i)
[tK ,T ],dv

(i)
[tK ,T ] | u

(i)
K , v

(i)
K , y1:K , φ)

· p(yK | u(i)
K , v

(i)
K )

·
P(du

(i)
[tK−1,tK ],dv

(i)
[tK−1,tK ] | u

(i)
K−1, v

(i)
K−1, φ)

Q(du
(i)
[tK−1,tK ],dv

(i)
[tK−1,tK ] | u

(i)
K−1, v

(i)
K−1, y1:K , φ)

· Γ(i)
K−1

As we choose the importance distribution as

Q(du
(i)
[tK ,T ],dv

(i)
[tK ,T ] | u

(i)
K , v

(i)
K , y1:K , φ)

= P(du
(i)
[tK ,T ],dv

(i)
[tK ,T ] | u

(i)
K−1, v

(i)
K−1, φ)

Q(du
(i)
[tK−1,tK ],dv

(i)
[tK−1,tK ] | u

(i)
K−1, v

(i)
K−1, y1:K , φ)

= P(du
(i)
[tK−1,tK ],dv

(i)
[tK−1,tK ] | u

(i)
K , v

(i)
K , φ),

we have that the smoothing weight can be com-
puted as

Γ̃(i) ∝ p(yK | u(i)
K , u

(i)
K )Γ

(i)
K−1 ∝ Γ

(i)
K . (D9)

Hence, a sample of the desired posterior dis-
tribution can be evaluated by sampling from the
particle approximation

P(du[0,T ],dv[0,T ] | φ, y1:K)

≈
M∑
i=1

Γ
(i)
K δ

U
(i)

[0,T ]

(du[0,T ])δV (i)

[0,T ]

(dv[0,T ]),

with weights ΓK = (Γ
(1)
K ,Γ

(2)
K , . . . ,Γ

(M)
K )>, i.e.,

U[0,T ], V[0,T ] | Φ, Y1:K

∼
M∑
i=1

Γ
(i)
K δ

U
(i)

[0,T ]

(du[0,T ])δV (i)

[0,T ]

(dv[0,T ]).
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This strategy is known as SIR particle smoothing
(Kitagawa 1996; Särkkä 2013).

Appendix E Experiments
The joint density function p(u, v, t | H) represent-
ing the time-point wise marginal distribution of
Eq. (28) satisfies the following HME

∂t p(u, v, t | H)

= −∂v(κ1(u, v) p(u, v, t | H))

+
1

2
∂2
v(κ1(u, v) p(u, v, t | H))

+ κ2(u− 1, v) p(u− 1, v, t | H)

− κ2(u, v) p(u, v, t | H)

= −∂v(κ1(u, v)) p(u, v, t | H)

− κ1(u, v)∂v(p(u, v, t | H))

+ ∂v(p(u, v, t | H))∂v(κ1(u, v))

+
1

2
∂2
v(κ1(u, v)) p(u, v, t | H)

+
1

2
∂2
v(p(u, v, t | H))κ1(u, v)

+ κ2(u− 1, v) p(u− 1, v, t | H)

− κ2(u, v) p(u, v, t | H)

= κ1(u, v)(
1

2
∂2
v(p(u, v, t | H))− ∂v p(u, v, t | H))

+ ∂v(κ1(u, v))(∂v p(u, v, t | H)− p(u, v, t | H))

+
1

2
∂2
v(κ1(u, v)) p(u, v, t | H)

+ κ2(u− 1, v) p(u− 1, v, t | H)

− κ2(u, v) p(u, v, t | H).
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